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CHAPTER I

THE INTRODUCTiaf
The research which resulted 1n this thesis was done for the purpose

ot determining the place which Wlit.ed military undertakings

had

in the Israelite tribal league prior to the establishment. of the
monarchy.

The Old 'l'estament describes a number of wars which took

place during the era known as "the period of the judges."

Although

the victories won in these battles were usually ascribed to "Israel" 1n
general, there are indications in some cases that the actual partici-

pants in the battles were limited to a small number or the Israelite
tribes.

Thie stud¥ seeks to discover the tribal participation in each

o! the wars; in this way a general conclusion regarding the import.ance

or

united military action in the league of tribes can be reached.
Some scholars have laid a great deal of emphasis on the part

played by camnon military widert.akings in binding the Israelite tribes
together and holding them together subsequently.

Wellhausen in tact

called the 111ar-camp "die W
iege der Nation. nl It was in these united

military W1dert.akings, according to von Rad, that the very Yahweh-faith

characteristic of the early Israelite tribal league came into being. 2

1see Gerhard von Rad, !2!,£ Heilige .Krieg
Zwingll-verlag1 1951), P• 14.

!m ~

Israel (ZUrictu

2Ibid., p. 31. Von Rad even says, 11Perhaps it was in the Holy War
more t ~ i n the Covenant Festival at Shechem that ancient Ieraei
really first entered into her grand form"; Gerhard von Rad, studies .Y!,
Deut.eronag:, translated by David Stalker (London: S. c. ». Preas, Ltd.,
1953), P• 45.

2

U this were true. one would expect full participation b7 the Israelite
tribes in the wars that were fought in the name of the federation.

It,

however. it can be demonstrated that concerted military undertakings

played only a small role 1n the life or the tribes. then that which
bound the tribes together in the federation must be sought in other

areas.
'ibis early period was. a very import.ant period in the history of the

people of Israel, for here the traditions of the mighty acts of Yahweh
so recently experienced in the exodus, at Sinai, and in the conquest of
the land took definitive shape.

During this period the clans and tribea

began tbeir settled lii'e together as a people that was to have such a
unique history for the next. raillenium.

Yet. the period of the judges waa

a very troubled and canplex era, and the historical information given b7
the Old Testament is not alvm.ys canplete with regard to the specific details o! that time.

Uoviever, this study seeks to show that the hietor-

ical information .t:rom this period does in fact suffice to demonstrate
that the wars of the league of Israelite tribes were not a major factor
in uniting the tribes or gl. Ying them their com.on faith.

The historical period under discussion in this study is limited
specii'ically to the era following the settlement of the tribes in Canaan
and preceding the establishment

or

the monarchy under Saul.

'lhe war•

to be discussed are only those for which the account specifies a concem

or

Israel as a whole. It is recognized that the wars of conquest are

presented as ware of the tribal league; yet these are omitted from the
present study both because of their different character and because oi'
the historical problems involved in them.

It is further recognized

3
that the period· o! the tribal federation did not suddenly cease when
Saul was proclaimed king., but that there was rather a transitional

period ae the tribal league gradually became a kingdam.

Therefore

the wars under King Saul are discussed insoi'ar as they pertain to the

aubject under discussion.

The term used for the tribal league in thia

study ·is "the Israelite amphicty~. n The term "amphictyony., n taken
over f'rom Greek tribal leagues that were united around a central sanctuary., is used to designate the sacral character of the bond. -which held
the Israelite tribes together.

It is not necessarily assumed that the

expressions "Israel" and 11 sons ·ot Israel" (b~n; ·yisra>eJ.)., when used in
the accounts of the wars., equal precisely the Israelite amphictyon;r.
Yet the terms are general designations o! the federation as a whole,

rarely used !or individual tribes or even groups of tribea.3 There!ore
it is assumed., in cases where the ternr "Israel" is applied to the victors,
that the account wishes to apply the action to the Israelite amphictyony
in general.

The study consists of a discussion of the wars o! the amphictyony.,
beginning with four "minor" wars, those which apparent11 concerned

onJ.7

a

quite limited nwuber

or

tribes.

These wars are those under

Othniel (Judg. 3 :7-ll)_, Ehud (3 :12-JO), Shamgar {3131) and. Jephthah
(1016-12:7).

Next is a discussion o! a war of major concern to the

amphictyony., the one against the uanaanites under the leadership of
Deborah and Barak (Judg. 4-S). The prose and poetic accounts are coa-

3uartin Noth, ll!! History 2! Israel, translated !rom the German

by P.R. Ackroyd (second edition; New York: Harper & Brothers., 1960),

P• 5.

4
pared, and the place of each account is discuseed..

the Midianites under the leadership

or Gideon

The war againat.

(Judg. 6-8)

COlllee

next.

in th~ study, ·showing the reaction of the amphictyoiq" to a devastating invasion by camel-riding nomads.

The wars of the transitional

period include the .first encounters ,,ith the rhilistinea (1 Sam. 4-7)
and the war against the Ammonites under Saul' a leadership (1 Sam. ll) J
the early monarchy was still a part of the transitional period, so the
battles of Saul against the i\malekites and Philistines (l Sam. lJ-31)
are likewise briei'l.y discussed.
are presented as wars

or

Several wars of a different character

the amphictyony: the act ion against Reuben and

Gad (Josh. 22) and the war against Benjamin (Judg.19-21).

These are

discussed especially ~1th reference to their sacral. character.

The

conclusions drawn fran the study of the wars are used in a abort discussion oft.he nature of the Israelite amphictyoey; here especial.q
the sacral. unity in the amphictyony is defined.

The study closes wit.h

a discussi9n of the military organization of the amphictyony and the

concept of a "holy war."
The primary sources used in this study are the biblical books
Joshua, Judges, and 1 Samuel.

ot

llaterial from the Pentateuch is used where

there are some indications that it could possibly appl.7 to the Israelite
amphictyony; and other books of the Bible are used -where some light 1a
cast on the period of the amphictyony.
cal material are used where relevant.

Scholarly studies on the bibliAn attempt ie made to present

the biblical evidence object.ively and fully.

In .some cases, due to the

paucity of the material, analogies from similar cases or fram extra-

biblical .material are introduced to help in the understanding of the

s
particular event.

Therefore the results of the study must be viewed.

as probable, not assured, results.
The study of the amphictyonic wars demonstrates the probability
that in none ·of the ~ars against foreign aggressors did all or even the
majority of the tribes take part; i.n most cases it was only two or three
tribes which fought the a~tual battle.

However, the victory achieved

by these few tribes was in every case understood as a victory of the

amphictyony as a whole, made possible by the God of the am.phictyony.
When the amphictyony gradually gave way to the kingdom 01' Israel, the
participation of the tribes in the wars became greater;

this, however,

was for political considerations which did not exist during the greater
part of the period of the amphicytony.

'l'he tYJo wars fought within the

amphictyony were distinct from the others in that they were fought fo·r
a specific sacral reason: to purge evil from Israel; in these wars tbe
tribes were bound by the covenant to participate.

Therefore th1s study

shows the probability tha~ the Israelite amphictyony was a sacral group,
united because of it~ common faith and cultus.

Its corporate feeling

allowed victories won by a smaller group of tribes to be applied to the
whole amphictyony.

These wars were holy because they were undertakings

of the sacral league.

CHAPTER II
MINOR WARS OF THE AM..t"HIC'l'YOMY

The ¥Jar Under othniel
A number of the viars during the period of the Israelite amphictyODT
apparently concerned only a limited number of the tribes, even though the
These minor wars are those

report ascribes them to Israel as a l'ihole.

under othniel (Judg. 3:7-11), Ehud (Judg. 3:12-30), Shamgar (Judg. ):31
and 5:6) and Jephthah (Judg. 10:6-12:7).

This chapter shall attempt to

discover the historic backgrounds of these wars and determine the participation of the amphictyonic tribes in ttem.
The first story concerns Israel's servitude to k{i;an ris.f atiyim,
king of 18ram nah~ayim, and its deliverance by the judge ot.hniel, the
son of Kenaz, Caleb's younger brother.

The story is clear enough and

conforms well to the fraro.eviork of the Book of Judges ae outlined. in
chapter 2:11-3:6.

The "people 0£ Israel" did evil in the sight of

Yahweh, and He sold them in~o the hand of the foreign king.

After eight

years of servitude, Yahueh heeded their cries and sent Othniel to deliver
them.

Yahweh• s spirit made him able to judge Israel, and he defeated.

""
. t at·ay:un.
.
•k uean
ris

Missing from the usual scheme is the burial place of

othniel.1
There are several. difficulties in this st.ory which have led eome

1ret Hertzberg feels otbniel belongs in the list of judges; Hana
Wilhelm Hertzberg, ~ Bllcher Josua, Richter, Ruth. Vol. IX o! ~ g t e
Testament Deutsch. edited by Volkmar Herntrich and Artur Weiser \UUl<tingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1953), P• 164.

I

.7 .

scholars to discount the historicity of the ,e pisode.

The main dif-

ficulty concerns the identity of the foreign king who oppressed Israel.
It seems strange that a king fr0.111 as far away as Mesopotamia ( J ~am

nah8razi!) could have subdued P&lestine for eight years without being
mentioned in other historical records; and it seems equally strange that
Othniel, of the small tribe of the Kenizzites in Kiriathsepher (Judg.
1 :11-15 ,;. Josh. 15 :15-19), would have been able to defeat the king of

Mesopotamia.

T:ubler concludes t h a t ~ is a fictitious personage and

has no place in the era of the judges; he feels
Kusan Eponym der midianitischen -Kueaniten ist und das Cognomen
Risathaim in Verbindung mit Aram-Naharaim sich ala eine aus bestimmten l~otiven entsta.nd~ne Parallele zu ierev m&ratayim faz_
Babylon (Jer. 50:21) erklart.~2

Moore likewise would refer kusan to a Bedouin tribe of Midian; this story
would then refer to the incursion of these peop~e and their expulsion by
the Kenizzites of Debir.3 Garstang sees this story as reminiscences of
a local struggle between the tribes of Cushan and Kenaz; who opposed each

other across the Jordan~4
Another group of scholars feels that ~ is a mistake for Edom
(1 8 dom),·

as is the case 1n

2 Kings 16:6.

This would then bring the

2zugen T:ubler, Biblische Studien: 12i! Epoche S!£ Richter (rllbingen:
J. c. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck], 1958), p. 10.
3Gobrge F. Moore, A Critical !!E Exegetical Commentary£!! Judges,
Vol VII of The International Critical Commentary, edited by Alf'red.
Pl~sr .( Ed:inburgn: T. & T. Clark, 1895), p·. 88. Moore !inds little
historicity in the account •
. 4Jobn Garstang, Joshua Judges {London: Constable & Co., Ltd., 1931),
PP• 264-65. Garstang feels that this story was combined with a ·story ot
a conquest of all of Palestine by the Hittite king of the Land of' the
Rivers.

8

locale of the battle to the neighborhood of the Kenizzites.

In support

of this Hertzberg treats nah&z.iyim as a later addition and supposea
A~

k
..J!!!!!!
to come from

-v
!s!!!,

"doppelb3se Neger.nS

EthiopiaJ thus the •hole name would mean a

Lode explains the name as being a corruption ot

the name of the third king of Edom mentioned in Genesis .36:.34-.35; he
would reconstruct it as

11

Hushan

£2!l! l!!!!!e,"

"Cushan, prince of Teman, n

or, according to the reading of the Septuagint, "Hushan rosh ittazim,"
"Cushan, prince of the city of Ittaim."6
All these reconstructions have one thing in common: they presuppose

a localblttle which concerned only the clan of the Kenizzitea.

If this

were the case, one would hardly be justified in calling this an amphictyonic war; it v.ould rather belong to the tribal skirmishes during the
period of the settlement, some of which are recorded in Judges 1.

There

is evidence, however., against equating ~~an ria«atayim with either Yi.di.an
or Edom.

Those who champion the liidianite tribe take only the name kG.s'an

and necessarily delete the locale of his kingship, >8 ram nah8 rap.m.

Those

who suppose that >~am is an error !or Edom do not s atisfactorily explain
how a tar off cowitry like Mesopotamia could be mistaken for the neighboring, familiar Edom.
There are other possibilities which tally better with the biblical
presentation of the story.

A district of Qusana-ruma is known in northern

Syria from the list of Ramesses

III, so it is possible that the invasion

Silertzberg, 21!.• ~., pp. 163-64.
· 6Adol~he Loda, Iara~~ ll,! B e ~ s ~ lli Middle .2! ~
Eighth Centur~ translated b;y S. H. HooTei.ondon: Routledge & Kegan
Paul, Ltd. 1 13.2), P• 3.35.

9
could have come from that quarter.·7 Or ~
"" couJ.d be connected with the
eassitea, who dominated Babylonia from the seventeenth to the twelfth century B.

c. ~

although they probably never approached Paleotine. 8 M.alamat

points to what appears to be the most likely historical background of this
story.

The m~ntion of Othniel woul.d place the incident at the end of the

conquest, in the latter part of the t hirteenth century B.

c.

Egyptian

history is confused after Merneptah, who ruled from about 1234-1224 B. C.
But it is clear that the Nineteenth D;ynasty ended

in anarchy

and the rule

of a foreign usurper, called "!rsu a certain Syrian." Malamat thinks it

.

is possible that ku~an rislatayim. is the same person as this Irsu; he could
have conquered some of the tribes of Israel on his way from Aram to Egypt.
He was expelled from Egypt by Set-Nakht, but othniel could also have fought
against him, and the Old Testament would be interested only in th~s phase.
>8ram nah8 rayim can al so refer to the western bank of the river, as is
seen from the Septuagint, syrias potamon.9 Even if the identity of kU$an
ris 'atayim with Irsu of Syria could be disproved, still there is no reason to doubt that there was a ruler from Mesopotamia or Syria who oppressed
Israel at this time.

The simultaneous decline of the Near Eastern powers,

before the Twentieth Dynasty and the entry of the Sea Peoples, left Syria

?John Bright, ! History .2f Israel (Philadelphia: The v·estminster
Press, 1959), P• 156. Bright considers the name a-manufactured one,
meaning "Cushan of Doublewickedness."
SA. Malamat, "Cushan Riehathaim and the Decline of the Near East
around 1200 B. C. , 11 Journal of Mear Eastern Studies, XIII (October, 1954),
231. Perhaps kU8 in Gen. 10:8,the father of Nimrod, should be connected
with the Cassites.
9Ibid., pp. 233-35. The reference to Irsu is in the Great Harris
Papyrue:--Other suggestion~ for k~an include Tusratta of Mitanni and
Suppiluliuma the Hittite; but these antedate the settlement.

10

and Palestine a political vacuum. 10

The biblical account describes this incident as a sacral war of
the Isr.a elite amphictyol)3"

It was the b9ne yiera•el. the "people ot

Israel," who were involved. Yahweh delivered His people to servitude,

and He is ala~ the one who raised up a deliverer (m;,1a,), placed Hie
sp~t upon him, made him judge over the people of Israel and gave the
enemy into h1s hand.

However, this d·oes not mean that all or even most.

or the tribes took pa.rt in the war.

The account itself gives no indi-

cation of the number of tribes which took part, although the absence
of a tradition concerning a unified action would indicate that the

actual participants in the battle were limited to Othniel •s own tribe
of the Kenizzites or perhaps the southern amphictyony which later emerged
as the tribe of Judah.ll Yet the battle .was of concern to the whole
··,·

Israelite amphictyony.

The oppressor, v,hether he

was

identical with

Irsu or whether he was ruler in some other area of Syria or Mesopotamia,
was a threat to the amphictyony as a whole.

Although his defeat waa

dealt by the Kenizzitea, this could be understood as a victory of the
amphictyony, the "people of Israel."
The War Under Ellud
Judges 3:12-30 contains the account or another battle which is presented as a war of the IsraeJj.te amphictycmy.

Again it is the b8

ne

lOibid., p. 242.

llsee the discussion of the southern ·tr~bes and cians and a possible
six tribe southern amphictyony infra, P• u.~

11
I -

-

.

zisra•el who are involved (3:121 15,27), and their God Yahweh is the one
who is directing the events (3:12,15,28)..

The npeople of Israel" did

evil in the sight of Yahweh, and He strengthened a foreign ruler against
them• .When they cried to Him, He raised up a deliverer and g&ve their
enemies into their hand.
The facts of the story are generally clear.

Eglon, the ,king of

Moab, with help from the Anmonites and Jvnalekites., defeated Israel and
took possession of the "city 0£ palms.," which is evident17 Jericho,12 the
modern eriti!. After Ehud managed to kill Eglon, the people of Israel came
out from the hill country of Ephraim and subdued Moab by seizing the forda
of the Jordan and killing ten thousand from the Moabite garrison that had
bc:n Ytest of the Jordan.

The only difficult geographical ·locale in the

story is the place of Eglon 1 s residence and., subsequently, his murder.
The biblicQJ. accowit doea not make it clear whether Moab had a secure
enough hold in the land west of the Jordan so that its· king · could safely.
live there, or whether Ehud had to cross the Jordan in order to bring
. tl'ibute to him.13 Codex. Vaticanus of the Septuagint understood that the
~urder took place in Transjordan and add8 7 after Ehud escaped to Seirah1

2!, egeneto hinika elthen

~

.fil gen Israel. However, there are

indi-

12This is seen from Deut. 34:3 und 2 Cbron. 2(s:15; Judg. 1:16 ia
somewhat questionable. Auerbach argues that •ir hatt9 mir!m means not
Jericho but Tamar on the southern border or Judah; thus Yoab came on the
south end of the Dead Sea against Judah; Elias Auerbach, "Untersuchungen
zum Richterbuch. II. Ehud," Zeitschrlli :rHr g!!, al.ttestamentliche
Wisaenschart, LI (1933), 49. To support his contention he @ust delete
much of .the b-iblical evidence.
l3uartin Noth The Historz of Israel. translated from the German
b7 P. R. Ackroyd
editionTNew York: Harper & Brothers, 1960),
P• 156, note 1.

c:eccmd

12
cations in the account which imply that all the evente described took
place west of the Jordan.

That Moab had a firm grip

the Jordan is indicated by verses

,.

"1

(yir8 ~u)

lJ

e11

the land west of

and 141 they "took possession"

.
.
4 of Jericho 1 and the people of israel served Eglon tor eight-

een years.

The fact that Ehud went. to the pesililll near GilgallS before

turning back seems to argue against a locale ·in Transjordan; that would
have involved several. additional fordings of the Jordan.

Ehud•s spe~

escape to the hill country ot Ephraim leaves little time for a fording
of the Jordan.

16 Likewis~, the fact that Israel seized the fords and

killed ten thousand Moabites who tried to escape to 1'ransjordan impliea
a considerable part of Eglon•s army was stationed west of the Jordan.
There!ore the story seems to indicate that during this period the
Moabites were strong enough in the land west 01' the Jordan for King
Eglon to .make his dwelling there, preswnably in the ancient city of
Jericho.

This episode of Moabite superiority over the Israelite a.mphictyony
presents historical problems when compared with the list of tribal possessions in Joshua

13-19

and elsewhere.

The usual territory of Moab was

14aoehrs points out that, at least in the conquest stories in Joshua,
there appears to be a distinction between taking the land (~) by warfare
and actually possessing it Cm); \'ialter R. Roehrs, "The Conquest of
Canaan According to Joshua and Judges," Concordia Theological Monthly,
XXXI (December, 1960), 748.
15Krael.ing interprets this to mean .that Ehud went to the first sanctuary or Benjamin at hand; ~glon apparently thought he was returning with
some message from God which he had received there; Emil G. Kraeling, "Difficulties in the Story of .1!:bud, n Journal 2!, Biblical Literature, LIV

(1935), 206.
16campare Hertzberg,££•

E:1•,

p. 166.

13
on the southeastern end of the Salt Sea, extending northwards as far as
the River Arnon, the modem eel el-mogib, while the area north of the
Arnon was ~scribed by the biblical. tradition to Reuben and Gad (Josh.

13:15-28). That Gad at l~ast aotually dwelt in this area is confirmed.
by the Mesha inscription:

!! !~£!:.,

!2! ~ ysb .2!£~ !~!!! ~ !!l2!! 1!!.~ 1,r• l

"And the men of Gad dwelled in the land of Ataroth f r.om of old,

and the king of Israel built Ataroth for them. 111 7 However, the king referred to here must be Omri, and~ could s~ply mean, according to
"
.
"
.
Taubler, "etwa vor d~ gegenwart;igen Menschengedenken liegend.n Thua
I

the Mesha inscription does not necessarily refer to events that took
place any earlier than David I s conquest. 18 In this story there is not
the slightest suggestion that Moab was occupying territory that really
belonged to Reuben and Gad; on the contrary, Moab dwelt directly across
the Jordan from Jericho, and, when the battle was all over and the
situation restored to normal, Moab remained there.

"The possibility of

crossing over to the eastern side of the J.ordan is not envisaged at all
in the story of ~ud. 1119

This brings up the question of the existence of

Reuben and Gad in Transjordan at this time.

Von Rad construes these facts

to mean that the Ehud-Eglon battle took place before Reuben and Gad pressed

17Linea 10-ll. The inscription is reproduced in W. F. Albright, l'!!!
Archaeology of Palestine (revised edition; .Bungay, Suffol.lu Richard Clay
& Co., Ltd.,1956), p. 134. Attroth is probably hirbet .!!~~irua, about
ten miles north· of the Arnon; Taubler, 2e• .ill_., p. 242.
l8Ibid., p. 243. Yet the Pentateuchal narrative in NWll. 32:.34 reports t~Gad built Ataroth, although the time ~hen this huppened is
not indicated.
19Noth, 2e• cit., p. 156. See also Mart~ Not.h, "Israelitiscbe
stllmm.e zwischen Awn und Moab," Zeitschrift £!!!: ~ alttestamentliche
Wiesenschaft, LX (1944), 17ff.
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into this territory. 20 This view is supported by various Pentateuchal.
stories in which Moab occupies this territory.

In the Balaam stories

the 'arbot mo,ab., where Israel encountered Balak., are "beyond the
Jordan at Jericho" (Num. 22:1).

The incident in Numbers 25:1-5 shows

that Israelites and Moabitea met at a shrine at Baal-Peor; at the ti.me
Moabites were living in the immediate vicinity. 21 Bright., on the other
hand., feels that Reuben had possessed this land., only to be permanently
crippled when Moab regained this territory at the time of Ehud.22 The
history of this territory is too complex to be unraveled v1ith certainty.
It seems., however., that the tribes of Reuben and Gad were of no significance in this area at this time.

Moab and Ammon had full control east

of the Jordan., and even after the battle the Israelites made no attempt
to drive them out.
Apparently Benjamin was the tribe directly concerned in the
.M oabite occupation., since Ehud v1as safe when he escaped to Mount Ephraim
(Judg. J:26-27). 23 Yet it is characteristic of the amphictyony that

20Gerhard von Rad.,~ Heilige Krieg im alten Israel (Ztlrich:
Zwingli-Verlag., 1951)., PP• 21-22.
21.cloth places these incidents during the period of the judges.,
thus contemporary with Ehud; Noth., ~ History of Israel., P• 155; see
also Noth "Israelitische st&une., 11 2£• cit • ., PP• 17f • ., 2Jf. Alt concludes th~t the kingdom of Heshbon also belongs to this period; Albrecht
Alt "ErwMgungen .U.ber die Landnahm.e der Israeliten in PalHstina.," Kleine
Sch~iften zur Geschichte des Volkes Israel (MHnchen: C.H. Beck•sche
Verlagsbuchhandlung., 1953-y;-I., 159.
22Bright., £2• ill•, p. 157. Yet in. the Song of De~orah Reuben is
considered to be a tribe capable of sending representatives. For the
location of Reuben at the time of the Song of Deborah., see infra., P• 35.
23TH.ubler., 2.E.• ill.•, p. 24., locates hasse 1 irah at the foot of the
mountains of Ephraim.

- - - - --
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Ehud, a Benjwninite, laid claim also to help from the other tribes by
sounding the trumpet in Mount Ephraim (3:27).

Judah and Simeon prob-

ably did not respond, because they were separated from Benjamin by a
chain of Canaanite cities, 24 or because they had not yet developed
their political independence. 2 5 Most likely it was only the men from
the tribes of Benjamin and Ephraim who killed ten thousand of the
.Moabite garrison ,~est of the Jordan.

Yet Moab had presented a threat

to the whole amphictyony, and the e-vents had been directed by Yahweh;
thus the people who participated in the battle could bear the common
amphictyonic name., bene yisra>el, the

11

people of Israel."

The Episode Under Shamgar
Judges J:Jl contains a brief notice about Shamgar
killed six hwidred Philistines.

~

canat, who

This episode comes into consideration

here because Shamgar is placed in the series of the judges of Israel,
and it is expressly stated that

11

he also delivered Israel. 11

by the name of Shamgar is mentioned also in Judges

A person

5:6 in connection

with the lawless days vihich preceded the war against Sisera and the
Canaanites.
It is impossible to reconstruct the history of t rl.s deliverance
of' the Israelite amphictyony ·w ith any amowit of certainty.

The fact

that Shamgar killed six hundred Philistines with an oxgoad woul<i seem
to suggest that he was a charismatic figure of some sort.

24:Moore, 22•

ill•,

p. 102.

25aarstang, ~· ~ . , P• 276.

Scholars
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are gene:rally agreed that the name is Hurrian and that he came from
Beth-anath in Galilee.26 The location of thia city is disputed;27 but
it seems possible that Sha.mga.r was king of t his city and perhaps the
leader of an alliance of Canaanite kings who banded together to ward
off the Philistines.

In the process of t his he saved Israel and was

counted as one of the deliverers of the amphictyony.28 The notice in
Judges 5:6 indicates that perhaps later Shamgar became an oppressor of
I srael.

Sisera could have been his successor as head of the Canaanite

alliance, \mder whom came the battle viith the Israelites. 29
Therefore the i ndications are that t his episode should not be
counted as a \'Jar of the Israelite amphictyony, even though it vias considered to be a deliverance for them.

Apparently none of the tribes

took part in th is battle.

26Eright, .2£• cit., p . 157; see also T£ubler, .2.E.• ~ . , p. 170.
Beth-anath is named in the New Kingdom Egyptian texts and is placed
in Galilee in Josh. 19:38. Moore, £2.• cit., p. 105, supposes Sha.mgar
is a Hittite name, and he connects him with Shammah ben Age, who
slaughtered the Philistines as described in 2 Sam. 23:llff.
27Albright places it at el-ba«ne near the border of Asher, while
Alt would rather place it at el-eblene in Naphtali; cited by T§ubler,
.2.E• cit., p. 170.
28Bright, 9.E.• cit., p. 157; Albrecht Alt, 11:Megiddo im Obergang VOJL
Kanaanlhschen zum israelitischen Zeitalter, 11 Kleine Scnriften ~
Geschichte des Volkes Israel (MH.nchen: c. H. Beck 1 sche Verlagsbuch·handlung, 1953), I, 261, 266. Alt sees Shamgar as a fighter for the
old Canaanite IIHerrschaftssysterns II against its new enemies.

29w. F. Albright, "The Song of Deborah in the Light of Archaeology," Bulletin of the American Schools 91, Oriental Research, LXII
(April, 1936), 27-;Rowley,~ Joseph~ Joshua : Biblical
Traditions in t he Light of Archaeology (London: Oxford University Press,
1950), p. 80. Ernst Sellin, Geschichte ~ israelitisch-jHdischen
Volkes (Leip~ig: Verlag von Quelle & Meyer, 1924), pp. 102-3. Alt,
11M
egiddo im Obergang, 11 .2.E• cit., pp. 261-62.

n:-tt.
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The Viar Under Jephthah
Another minor war of the amphictyony is found in Judges 10:6-U:7.
It is a minor war in that, although it concerned the amphictyony as a
whole, the actual battle was rather confined.

The oppressors in this

case wei·e the Ar,,monites, v,hose center v,as in Ra.bbah, the modern

«amman.

The incident is again presented as e. matter in vJnich the whole aruphic-

t. y ony was involved.

e"
,_ The E._!!! yisra >el did evil against Yahl,eh, and He

sold them into the hand of the Ammonites for eighteen years (10:6-8).
The Israelites who lived east of t.he Jordan bore the brunt of the op-

pression, but the Ammonites also crossed the Jordan to distress Judah,
Benjamin anc!. the house of Ephraim (10:8-9).

1n spite of the other tribes that were concerned, the actual
participants in the battle were quite limited.

The i'eud. was basically

between the people of Gilead and the Arnmonites (Judg. 12:2).

Although

the people of Gilead were possibly relatives of Ephraim (12:4),30 still
Ephraim refused a request for help from Gilead (12:2).
Judah or Benjaroin there is no mention.

Although the

encamped against the A.·umonites in !ii.zpeh, it vras the

11

Of help from
people of Israel"

sare

of Gilead

who took it upon themselves to look about for someone to lead the battle against the Ammonites, apparently after Ephraim had refused to send
help (10:17-16)

.31

The man they found, Jephthah, had a h ome in l'izpeh

(ll:34) but was an outcast of Gilead because of his illegitimate birth

3~oth,

!h! History

31i~oore, .212•

ill•,

2f_ Israel, p. 158; Hertzberg, .2£• ~ . , P• 218.

p. 307 •
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(11:1).

He had gathered a band of raiders around himself and roamed

the land of Tob, possibly the high plains southwest of Hermon, between
golan and lega down to the Yar.muk) 2 Thus Jephthah roamed in the area
of Aramaean domination and ~erhaps already became known as a fighter
against Anunon.33 It is quite probable that it ,ms not only Jephthc1.h's
personal reputation, but also the renown of his band of raiders, that
prompted the leaders of hard-pressed Gilead to call for him.34
Despite the circwnstances of his call., Jephthah was clearly a
charismatic leader in a sacral war.

He 11 spoke all his words before

Yahweh at :Mizpeh 11 (ll:ll)., and the spirit of Yahweh came upon him

(11:29). No doubt his own band of raiders forrr~d the nucleus of his
army., but Judges 11:29 indicates he also went to and fro in Gilead and
Manasseh, possibly for the purpose of raising the clans for war.35
That he also recruited men from the land west of the J·ordan is seen by
the use of the verb 'br (11:32; 12:3); Jephthah "crossed over" to fight
against the Ammonites.

Perhaps at this point Ephraim refused to send

men to help in the battle (12:2-J).

The battle itself is described in

two verses, Judges ll:32-33; apparently Jephthah made a full circle in

32!~ubler., .2.e• cit., p. 284, places it here on the basis of references in 2 Sam. 10:6,8; 2 Mace. 12:17; and the Palestine list of
Thutmosis III.
33At the time of David the Aramaeans and the Amnonites v,ere banded
together (2 Sam. 10:6-8); see THubler, £2• ~ . , P• 285.
34.-rb'd
.:::..1:..... , p • 2c)8
0
•
35J1:.oore, 9.E• cit • ., p. 298, tak~s it in this sense. Von Rad, .2.E•
cit., p. 23., overlooks this in ~tating that there was no swnmoning of
the tribes in this story.
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Ammonite territory and destroyed twenty cities.36

Yet the war seems

to have been mainly defensive, and no attempt was made to take posses~
sion of Ammonite territory.37
The anger of the Ephraimites at Jephthah for proceeding to the
battle without them shows that the event was considered to be an affair
of the amphictyony.3 8 Von Rad's arguments for ex.eluding this from the
holy wars of the amphictyony are not convincing.39 Although Jephthah
and Gilead are the active participants in this ,mr, they are interchangeable at every point with the ben~ yisra)el.40 'lll.e result of the
battle is that the Ammonites fell before the people of Israel (11:33).
Yahweh, the God of the amphictyony, controlled the events throughout
(10:7,16; 11:29;32).

The actual participants in the bat.tle were only

a fraction of the total federation: Jephthah's band, Gilead, and perhaps Manasseh.

Conspicuous by t.heir absence ,vere Reuben and Gad.;

Ephraim definitely refused to take part.

Yet it was a v,ar and a

victory of the "people of Israel. 11

36.r~ubler, 21:?.• ill,~, P• 287 •
37Noth, The History of Israel, p. 158.
38von Had, E.e•

ill•, PP• 23-24.

39rbid. Von Had makes it clear that 11 die jetztige Darstellung
von Jephta ala einem Charismatiker, die geschichtliche Wirklichkeit
zugunsten eines Schemas llbermalt hat."
40Judg. 10:6,8,10,15,17; 11:4,5,13-17,33.

CHAPTER III
THE WAR AGAINST THE Ci1NAANITES
The Historical Background of the War
Judges 4 and 5 present t wo independent accounts of the war between
t he Israelite amphictyony under Deborah and Barak and the northern
Canaanite coalition under Sisera.

There are same small problems which

arise in a comparison of the two accounts, but the two basic difficulties
are these: Judges 4 presents Sisera as Jabin's general, while Judges 5
knows only Sisera; and Judges 4 describes the battle \'i'.i.th only Naphtali
and Zebulun taking part, while Judges 5 names a considerably l arger
group oi' tr.ibes.
Judges 5, the Song of Deborah, is different from any of the other
accounts of the wars of the amphictyony in that it consists of archaic
poetry; 1 its special function shall be considered later in the chapter.
The prose account of the v1ar in Judges 4 is set in the same t ype of theological framework as the other battle accounts in Judges: the people of
Israel did evil against Yahweh, and He sold them into the hand of Jabin
and his Beneral Sisera; when the people of Israel cried to Him for help,
He raised up Deborah the judge and Barak and routed Sisera bef ore t hem.
"On that day God subdued Jabin the king of Canaan before t he people of
Israel. 11

(

Judg. 4: 23) •

lThe archaic character of the song is seen in a comparison of it
with the Ugu-itic literature; see, for example, W. F. Albright, "The Song
of Deborah in the Light of Archaeology," Bulletin .9f. !J!! American Schools
of Oriental Research, LXII (April, 1936), 26-Jl.
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It seems that Judges 4 is a combination of the battle against
Jabin of Hazor (Josh. 11:1-14) and a later battle against Sisera.2 The
account in Joshua 11 states expressly that the coalition led by Jabin
was defeated and completely wiped out, that all the kings ,'i ere killed,
and that Hazor was burned.

To be sure, the account in Joshua appears

to be generalized and Ula.de to fit into a certain structure; yet its
historical basis is too strong to pass it off as M3hlenbrink does: "Die
Schlacht 'am Wasser von Merom' it- sicher nur ein Reflex der DeborakHmpfe von Jdc. 4 und 5. 113 TMubler likevdse sees little historical
worth in Joshua 11; he feels that Jabin and Sisera were contemporaries,
and Jabin \~as fighting vd.th Bar ak and ~Japhtali while Sisera was battling
some of the other tribes of Israel.
11

•

II

In Judges 4, according to hi..1,, "die
11

alte Volkserzahlung, der die fruheren kampfe Bara.ks bekannt waren, blickt
durch, 11 thus explaining the references to Jabin.4

But this reconstruc-

tion is unnecessarily complex. and fails to do justice to the biblical
trc:1.d ition t hat Jabin and Hazor viere destroyed before t ilis time.

Ar-

chaeological evidence snows Hazor was destroyed in the thirteenth cen-

2Thus, for example, Peter R. Ackroyd, "The Composition of the Song
of Deborah,"~ Testa.mentwn, II11 (1952), 162; Eugen Tll.ubler, Biblische
Studien: Die Epoche ~ Richter (Tubingen: J. c. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck],
197.8), p. 142; Gerhard von Rad, 12!:£. Heilige Krieg im ~ Israel
(Zurich: Zwingli-Verlag, 1951), p. 19; H. H. Rowley, From Joseph .l2
Joshua: Biblical Traditions i n ~ Light 2£ Archaeoloii;{London: OXi'ord
University Press, 1950), p. 42; George F. Moore, Ii Critical~ Exegetical Conunentary 2£. Judges, Vol. VII of~ International Critical~
mentar:y, edited by Alfred .Plwruner (F.dinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1895),
p. 109..

rll.r

%urt M3hlenbrink, "Die Landnahmesagen des Buches Josua," Zeitschrii't
die alttestamentliche \'assenschaft, LVI (1938): 266.
l..__11

.,..raubler, £2•

£1:i.,

pp. 150-52.
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tury and was not revived until Solomon's time.5
Some scholars explain the second difficulty, the fact that only two
tribes are mentioned in Judges

4,

by referring also this i:a,rt of the

account to the earlier battle with Jabin:

In Jd. 4 the account of a victory over Jabin, king of Hazor, achieved
by the two tribes of Zebulun and Naphtali, is combined with the story
of the victory over Sisera of Harosheth, achieved by a much wider
con1bination of tribes. • • • That a victory actually won by a united
people under Joshua vms later ascribed to Zebulun and i~aphtali is
far less probable than that a local victory of these tribes has been
magnified into the exploit ->f the whole µeople under Joshua.6
However, the p~ose account in Judges 4 ~orresponds in oo many details
with the Song of Deborah that a more favorable verdi~t must be given to
the historical reliability oI Judges 4 than the above theories do.7

Judges

Ji obviously intends for the ten thousand men from i~aphtali and Zebulun

(4:6,10) to be understood as those v1ho routed Sisera and his chariots and
army (4:14-16).

Noth recognizes that thti original tradition of the battle

against Sisera had only Naphtali and Zebulun as participants. 8

And Weiser

points out that Judges 4, with its marked ten::iency to ascribe the events

5i.·or the archaeological evidence in summary farm, see Yigael Yadin,
"The Fourth Season of ~ .avations. at Hazor," The Biblical Archaeologist,
XXII (1''ebruary, 1959), 2-20. Alt shows from an Amarna letter that the
prince of Hazor had a leading role in northern Palestine, and the memory
of this m.ay have connected his name with Sisera; Albrecht Alt, "Neues
~ber PalHstina aus dem Archiv Amenophis' IV," Kleine Schriften zur
Geschichte des Volkes Israel (Mllnchen: C.H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1959)-:;-I'II, 165-68.

6H. H. Rowley, 22.• ~·t· , P• 42 • See als o g oore, 22• cit.,~· 109.
7von Rad, .<2E.• cit., p. 19.
8Martin !~oth, The History .2f Israel, tra.nslat~d from the German by
P. R. Ackroyd (second edition; Nevi York: Harper & Brothers, 1960),
p. 150.
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to all Israel (4:1,.3 ,4,2.3 ,24), would certainly indicate that more
tribes took part in the battle, if such a tradition were present.9 Thus
the evidence from Judges 4 seems to indicate that, .~hile Jabi..-1 is secondary in this stcr-3, the participants in the battle with SiDera were under-

stood to be only Zebulun and Navhtali.

Here again a victory achieved by

a limited number of tribes is w~thout'., further ado I11ade a victory of the
whole azuphictyony, the "people of Israel."
Although Joshua 11 is the only account of an Israelite conquest
of Galilee, yet at tho tlme of the battle against Sisera this region appears to be r ather strongly Israelite.

Bright feels this is an indication

that Israel had absorbed kindred people v;ho were already present in the
lnnd.10

In some unknown w;;.y tension arose between these Israelites and

the remaining Canaanite city-states,11 leading to open conflict.

The

Canaanites were leud by Sisera, possibly the successor of Shamgar,12

who was ruler in Harosheth-hagoiim, probably the .modern t e l l ~ at the
end of the plain of Jezreel. 13 His name is possibly I ll.yrian, and as

such he rr..ay hav-e been a member of the ruling class of the

11

Sea Peoples, 1114

9Artur Weiser, "Das Deboralied--Eine gattungs- und tradi tionsgeschichtliche Studie," Zeitschrift fllr die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft,

LXXI (1959), 67-68.
10John Bright, fl History of L:;rael (Philadelphia: The i~estminster
Press, 1959), p. 123.
llsee infra, p. 82.

12supra, p. 16.
l.3Albrecht Alt, "Galil~iscoe Probleme," Kleine Schriften ~
Geschichte des Volkes Israel (Munchen: C.H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1953), II, .372.
1~oth, .2E• ~ . , pp. 150, 162.
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or he may have made an alliance with them.15 The battle itself took
place "at Taanach, by the waters of Megiddo11 (Judg. 5:19), after Barak
waited until the rain would make the position of the enemy al'!ey' in the
plain untenable. 16 Bright reconstructs the battle: "Victory was won
when a torrential rainstorm bogged the Canaanite chariots do1111, enabling
the Israelite footmen to slaughter their occupants.nl7 '!he results of
the victory are difficult to assess.

Kaufmann feels this was the end

of the Canaanites in the territory of Israei,18 while Noth thinks it
unlikely that Israel took possession of the Canaanite cities of the
plain.19 The excavations at Megiddo pranpted Albright to suppose that
the Israelites began dwelling in that city during the break between
strata VII and VI; 20 Alt feels that the excavations show Israel did not

lS.,,. F. Albright, "The Biblical Period, 11 The Jews, I!!!k History,
Culture, !lli! Religion, edited by Louis Finkelstein\New York: Harper &
ijrothers, Publishers, 1949), I, 20. Also Albrecht Alt, "Magid.do im
~bergang voin kanaa.nlischen zum. israelitischen Zeitalter," Kleine
Schriften zur Geschichte des Volkes Israel (M-llnchen: c. H. Beck•sche
Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1953-y;-r, 266.
16.rJ:.ubler, .2E.• ~., PP• 154-56.
l7Bright, 92•

_m.,

P• 158.

18yehezkel Kaufmann, !!!! Biblical Account .2! ~ Conquest .2£
Canaan, translated from the Hebrew manuscript by M. Dagut (Jerusalem:
A~ the Magnes Press, 1953), P• 87.
1?&oth, 92•

ill•,

P• 151.

20After a change of mind, Albright went back to his original position; · seef · ~--t ~~ Albright, "The Song of Deborah, 11 J?E• cit., PP• Zl-29;
w. F. Albright', The Archaeolo8l of Palestine (Bungay, Suffolk:: Richard.
Clay & Co., Ltd., 1956), pp. ll7':I8; Robert Engberg, "Historical Analysis of Archaeological Evidence: Megiddo and the Song of Deborah,"
Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research, LXXVllI (April,
1940), 4-9i and finally Albright,"The Biblical Period," .2E.• ill•, P•
58, note 52.
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occupy Megiddo until the time of King Saul or Davi d, the Canaanites in
the meantime living under the pax Fhillstaea. 21

At any rate, effective

Canaanite opposition to the Israelite tribes was ended with this
victory.
The Cultic Character of Judges 5
Although many scholars feel the Song of Deborah belongs to the
literary genre of victory songs, 22 t.·here are nwnerous indications in
the song that it arose in a cultic envirorunent.23
song is not logical or chronological.

11

The structure of the

:Instead, we find a great many

scenes placed side by side with no coherent relaticnship evident between them. 112A Although the logical sequence of events in Judges 4
r~quires over forty instances of the waw consecutive imperfect., Judges

5 uses this only in verse 28.

Likewise, there is no trace of the reg-

ular use of the tenses in Judges

5; the song moves freely between the

p erf ect and imperfect. 25 The song
aus verschiedenen Gattungen gemischt und in verschiedene S~enen
mit wechselnder Blick- und Gedankenrichtung aufgeteilt ist., deren
draiaatischer Charakter durch eine merkwHrdige, oft unvermittelte
Abwechslung in den Anrede-, Aufforderungs-, und Aussageformen
zutage tritt.26

21Alt, uu egiddo im fiber gang, 11

~·

22Albright, "The Song of Deborah, 11
23j)etails in Weiser, .2£•

ill•.,

cit., pp. 268-70.
~·

ill•,

PP• 30-31.

PP• 67-97.

2lt.Gillis Gerleman, "The Song of Deborah in the Light of Stylistics, n Vetus Testamentwn., I (1951) 1 PP• 171-72.
25Ibid., p. 178.
2~ veiser, EE•

ill•,

p. 69.

26
The structure tends to indicate a liturgical canposition, composed for
a plurality of voices; this is borne out by the language and concepts
in the song.

The root er" in verse t,·10 is used as a passive participle

in Exodus 32:25 for cul.tic ecstasy.

·words elsewhere in the Old Testament

from the root~ are overwhelmingly used in a cultic sense, as is also
the incitement to "bless Yahweh. 11

The sentence, "I to Yahweh, I will

sing, I v,ill make melody to Yahweh, the God of Israel" {Judg. 5 :3)
certainly places the song in a cultic situation.

The same can be said

of the theophany in 5:4-5.27 VJeiser thinks Judges 5:6-8 is a ritual
of confession of guilt and denouncing of foreign gods, as in Joshua 241 28
while Sellin feels these verses indicate the acceptance of Yahweh-worship
on the part of the northern tribes after the battle.29 The fact that
Deborah is called "mother in Israel" points out her role in initiating
the assembly after the battle; this could be for the purpose of renewing the amphictyony after a period of Unterbrechung •.30 The

tiogege

of verse nine could be the tribal leaders Vlho came as delegates to the

27other passages which describe a theophany in a cultic situation
include Ps. 18:Sff.; 50:2!.; 68:8£.; 77:17ff.; Deut. 33:2; Micah l:J!.;
Nahum 1:3; Hab. 3:3ff. See Weiser, .912,• ~ . , pp. 74-75.
28Ibid., pp. 75-76.
2%rnst Sellin, "Seit welcher Zeit verehrten die nordisraelitischen
Stlbme Jahwe?, 11 Oriental Studies Published !!! Commemoration ~ .Y!!,
Fortieth Anniversary (1883-!m) ~~Haupt!! Director .2f :Y:!!
Oriental Seminary of the Johns Hopkins Univers:ity, Baltimore., !!g.,
edited bv Cyrus Adler'"and~n Ember (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins
Press 1926) p. ]J2• Sellin would place 11die Begrl.lndung des Jahwebunde: mit I~rael an" das in dem Liede gefeierte Ereignis."
30weiser, .2E.• ~ . , P•

77.

27
festival to ccxnplete the free-will offering of the people; t hey came
on asses and sat on garments that were spread out.31 Ye:tann~ in verse
eleven is the same word used in Judges 11:40 in a cultic situation;
Weiser would translate it, 11wiederholen in antiphonischen Vortrag.1132
A

The lllidgot yhwh to be repeated in t his cultic situaticn would certainly
i nclude the recent victory; quite probably also previous might y acts
of God would likewise be remembered.

Wei ser feels that Judges 5:llc

i ndicates the close of the cult scene and the beginning of the victory
celebration, consisting of a victory procession by the

Cam lh!!h,.

with

5:12b being a SU!lUllons to Barak to open the procession by l eading forth
the captive train.33 According to Weiser's interpretation, the song
portrays the victor s following the captives in the procession, with
representatives from Ephraim, Benjamin, Machir, Zebulun, and Issachar.
After the description of the battle (5:18), the cultic character of
the song is further seen in the act of blessing and cursing (5:23-24).34

3libid., p. 78.

"' seems to mean a free-will offering.
mitnaddebim

32Ibid., p. 79. The Ugaritic t exts often use a root tEZ in the
sense "repeat 11 : Baal I* ii 9; II vi 3; vii 30; viii 31; III* A 8; B 14;
Viii 27,37; vi 22; Keret I i 27; II vi 28. The references are to the
texts in G. R. Driver, Canaanite~~ Legends (Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 1956). The difficulty would be in the change fr om t he Ugaritic
ih!; to Hebrew ~ ; usually it would become Hebrew shin.
33weiser compares the scene in Judges 5 wit h Ps. 68:12ff., where
a battle seems to be described, and where Yahweh comes from Sinai,
leading captives in His train and receiving gifts among men (Ps. 68:18);
Weiser, .2£• ~ . , pp. 81-83. Tournay feels th~t the~e verses of Ps. 68
actually refer to the events in the battle against S1sera; R. Tournay,
"Le Psawne LXVII et le livre des Juges, 11 ReV:U." Biblique, LXVI (1959),
p. 368. . The similarities are indeed striking, and they help to confirm
the thesis that Judges 5 arose in a cultic situation.
34weiser, ~·

ill.•, p. 89.
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The 11 Verspottung der Feinde 11 in 5:28-30 appears
als menschliche Reaktion der Kultteilnehmer auf die g8ttliche
Heilstat, ja geradezu als Kitwirkung an der letzten Vollendung
des g1:htlichen Gerichts Ilber den Feind.35
The last verse of the song likewise fits ,·,ell into a cultic situation.
Weiser sums up the evidence:

The Song oi' Deborah

is not an actual. song of victory, but a liturgical composition
which presumably had its place in the framework of a cultic celebration by the tribal union after a victory and it must be understood in t his context. With dramatic vivacity and lively alternation of voices and scenes it glorifies the God who appeared
from Sinai; it outlines the circumstances before the decisive
battle; it is addre::ised to those who were present at the celebration; it remembers those tribes who were not there as well as
those \'lho took part in the struggle; it represents the battle as
the judgment of God on the enemies; it demands a curse on the city
of Merom (sic] because it did not honor its obligation to help in
the fight, and g blessing on the woman ·who struck down the hostile
general • • • • 3
The evidence cited above points strongly toward a cultic
Leben for the Song of Deborah.

~

l!!!

Eissfeldt suggests that p~rhaps the song

arose soon after the battle in the manner of the Philistine festival de-

scr:iboo. in Judges 16:23-25)7 Here the 11 lords of the Philistines" gathered
to celebrate their victory over Samson by sacrificing to Dagon and rejoicing.

The people recited, "Our god has given our enemy into our hand, the

ravager of our country, who has slain many of us, 11 and they made sport
of Samson.

In perhaps somewhat the same way the leaders of the Israelite

tribes gathered together to celebrate the extremely important victory over

351bid., p. 93.
36Artur Weiser The Old Testament: Its Formation !!!S Develofment,
translated from the'fourt~erman edition by Dorothea M. Barton New
York; Association Press, 1961), pp. 30-31.
370tto Eissfeldt, Einleitung .!!! das alte Testament (2. Auflage;
T~bingen: Verlag J. c. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck), 1956), P• 118.
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the Canaanites, and it seems possible that the Song of Deborah was the
product of this cultic festival.
'i'he Amphictyony According to the Song of Deborah
The tribes of Israel are definitely described as belonging to a
sacral confederation in the Song of Deborah; they are the

•am yhwh

(5:11;

13). On the basis of the song the question will be posed whether a different picture of tribal participation in the war is given from Judges 4.
Ephraim heads the list of tribes as given in the .M.a ssoretic text in

"' >eprayim pr obably means "some from Ephraim. 11
minni

Judges 5:14a.

Thus

it could mean either some Ephraimites who joined in the battle, or the
delegates froro Ephraim at the victory festival.38
ficult and often emended to
the valley."

~aru ~am ba 'emeg,

11

~ursam batama.1.eg is dif-

they set out thither into

T~ubler suggests understanding the Massoretic text in the

sense oi' a comparison: "die von Ephraim, dessen SprBsslinge solche wie
die Arnalekiter sind. n.'.39 However, in view of Judges 12:45, ,,here the "hill
country of the Amalekites 11 is "in the land of Ephraim," perhaps some relationship between Ephraim and Amalek is expressed by this verse.
Benjamin is apparently in the lead, ahead of Ephraim.

"
Taubler
uses

this to show that the description oi' Benjamin as a wolf in Genesis 49:27
applies to this period.40

38.i;eiser,

11

The descript ,ion in Judges 5:14, however, would

Das Deboralied, 11 .2.E.•

ill•,

p. 86.

39Thus they woul~ be compared vdth the people of ,\.malek, who v,ere
ever ready for war: ·Taubler, .2.E.• ~ . , PP• lJ6-J7.
40por Benjamin this is "das verbindende Mittelst-llck in seine
Heldenrolle zwische~ Ehud and Saul"; Tllubler, EE• ill•, PP• 138-40.
,,
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fit a victory procession p erhaps better tha n an advance into battle.
r.!achir follows next in the list: "Some f rom Machir ma rched down, the
conunand ers. I'

, came are expressly called
Here th ose wno

word as is used in Judges

e"

.....

~..},oqeqim.,

the same

5:9 for t hose who made free-will offerings.

This verse would tend to indic~tte that it ,vas a festival they were coming for instead of a battle, where the fi ghting men also would be mentioned (Judg. 4:14).

Machir, according to the genealogical lists, was

t he son of Manasseh and father of Gilead.41

The combination with Gilead

would place i achir's locale in Transjordan, although the connection
with L{a nasseh would indicate that M.achir' s original home was in the land

wes t of the Jordan. 42

The mention of Machir in t he lis t following

Ephra im and Benj amin and preceding Zebulun would suggest that, at t he
t ime of Deborah, L/.achi r st.al was living west of the Jordan, in :.~e
northern part of the 1oountain of Ephraim.
support this.

The verb

fil

would f urther

TKubler thinks that Machir originally had no relation

at all with Manasseh but was r ather a small clan that had been in the
l a nd previously; sometime after the Song of Decorah it migrated to
Transjordan in order
Stammes einbezogen

Z'.l

11 nicht

als kleine Gruppe in die Bildung des neue.."l

werden. 11 43

Alt reconstructs the history of

Machir somewhat differently: after the ilouse of Joseph took the mountains of Ephraim ( Judg.

1: 22ff.), Manasseh (lhachir) went north to begin

a separate existence, living in contact with the non-Israelite cities

4lp·or example, Num. 26:28-29 and Josh. 17:1 • .Moore, .2E•
42see Noth, .2.E.• ~ . , P• 160.
43Tl=tubler, .2.E• ~ . , pp. 176, 21+6.

ill•,

P• 150.
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such as Shechem and Tirzah.44 Noth follows this up by asserting that
Joshua 17:l indicates that originally Machir and Ephraim made up the
House of Jos eph.

Sometime after the battle against Sisera most of

Machir migrated to Transjordan north of the Jabbok, and the people who
remained behind formed the tribe of Manasseh.

In time "Manasseh" be-

came greater in importance, and Machir was made the son of Manasseh
and the father of Gilead.45 There is a good amount of guesswork in such
a reconstruction; but the evidence seems to indicate that 1~achir was indeed an early form of the tribe of M.anasseh,46 living in the mountains
of Ephraim at this time.
Zebulun sent out mo~ektn besebe~ soper, "those who bear the marshal' s staff," again adding weight to the theory that these verses describe a procession of the leaders from various tribes in a victory
celebration.

Zebulun is mentioned again in 5:18, where obviously its

participation in the battle against Sisera is remembered; this also would
indicate that mention of this tribe in cormection Y1ith the other tribes
in 5:14 is for a different purpose than that of describing the battle.
The prose account in Judges 4 also mentions Zebulun as one of the two
tribes that took part in the battle (4:6,10).

This is to be expected,

since its border must have been very close to Harosheth, tell •amr

44Albrecht Alt, nErw~ungen fu>er die Landnah.me der Israeliten in
Palistina, 11 Kleine Schriften ~ Geschichte ~ VoLl{es Israel (Mllilchen:
C.H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1953), I, 127-28.
45Noth, P.E.• ill•, pp. 61-62. Also Martin Noth, Das System s.!£
zw8lf StlL:nme Israels (Stuttgart: Vi. Kohlhanuner Verlag, 1930), P• J6.
46see also Adolphe Lods, Israel ~ .lli Be0innlngs 12 the Middle
o f ~ Eighth Century, translated by S. H. Hooke (London: Routledge &
Kegan Paul, Ltd., 1932), P• 338.
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(Josh. 19:10-16). And its border sanctuary with Issachar (Deut. 33:19)
was probably on .!.1ount 'l'abor, 47 which was the point of assembly for the
battle against Sisera (Judg. 4:6,14).

The tradition in Genesis 49:13

that Zebulun lived on the coast probably does not mean that the tribe
had to perform compulsory v.ork in the harbours of the northern coastal
plain in payment for its settlement, 48 but it can rather be seen as a
result of the victory over Sisera.49
Issachar likewise sent its leaders as representatives (sare); this
again conforms to the above interpretatioo.

This was apparently

Deborah's tribe (Judg. 5:15).50 Yet Deborah had left them and was
judging Israel in the hill country of Ephraim (4:5).51 In spite of
Issachar•s proximity to the battle, still apparently this tribe did not
take part in the battle itself., although certainly it was affected by
it.

The reason for this is perhaps seen in the situation of Issachar

at this time.

The tov.ns of Issachar included Shunem (Josh. 19:18),

the modern solem, which was one city in a belt of Canaanite cities that
stretched from Dor to Beth-shan in the Amarna age.

An Amarna letter

indicates that this city was destroyed by Labaja., and apparently it

47Thus Noth,~ History of Israel, p. 66; also Tiubler, EE.•~.,
PP• 125-26.
48As maintained by Noth, The History of Israel, P• 79.
49This is maintained by T:ubler., £2.• ~ . , p. 122.
5~oore, ~· cit • ., p. 108, thin~s Judg. 4:5 indicates that her
home was in the heart of Mount Ephra.i.m.
5lrt is interesting that another of the ju~es, Tola, ~so came
from Issachar but judged Israel in the hill country of Ephraim
(Judg. 10:1).
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was not rebuilt again by the Canaanites.52 Perhaps the people of
Issachar, after settling first in the hill country above the Jordan
valley, 53 pressed westward and t.ook over the area of solem, thus
breaki ng t he belt of Canaanite cities and becolning t he only Israelite
tribe at t h is early time to set f irm f oot in the plain.54 Another of
the Amarna l etters , probably from Biridija of ~egi ddo to Amenophis III,
casts more light on solem:
Si ebe, ich lasse in (dem GebietJ der Stadt Sunama pflllijen (irrilu
is explained by the Canaanite gloss ib£i~u), und ich fiihre mazzaLeute hin. Aber siehe, die Fllrsten,-die bei mir sind, handeln
nicht vde ich~ sie lassen in (dem Gebiet) der Stadt Sunama nicht
pflllgen und filhren keine ~-Leute hin.55
This f orced l abor at s olem was apparently carried over to the settlement there by Issachar; Genesis 49:15 says Issachar saw that the land
wa s

pleasant and becoming a "slave at forced labor" (l 8mas f obed). 56

The name Issachar i tself would bear this out; it apparently means "hired

52see various works by Alt such as Albrecht Alt, 11Die Landnahme
der Israe!iten in Palilstina, 11 Kleine Schriften ~ Geschichte ~ Volkes
Israel (Munchen: C.H. Beck 'sohe Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1953), I, 122;
Alt, 11Neues llber Palllstina," 22• cit., pp . 170-73; .Ut, "Erw~ungen
dber die Landnahme, 11 .2£. ill• , p. 167. Also W. F. Albright., "The
Topogr ap hy of the Tr ibe of Issachar., 11 Zeitschrif t f ilr ~ alttestamentliche Wi s senschaft, XLIV (1926), p. 226.
53Ibid., p . 234. Albright f eels lssachar beca~e subject to the
Canaanites af ter t he Song of Deborah, not being f reed until the tinie of
Saul and David; ~ • ., p. 2.35.
54Alt, "Die Landnahme., 11 .2E.• .£!!:.•, p . 12.3; Alt, 111qeues Uber Palllstina, 11
.2.e• cit., p. 174; Noth, T'ne History of lsrael., p . 79.
55Alt, "Neues llber Palllstina," .22• ill•, p . ;i..69; Alt, :'Erwllgungen
rrber die Landnahme ' 1II 1on.
cit
•• P• 167; also see Taubler's discussion
=
_,
of Alt 1 s material; Taubler, .2£• c:it., P• 101.
56Alt feels this took place soon after the Amarna age; Alt~ "ErwHgungen U.ber die Landnahme," .2E.• ill•, p. 168; Alt, "Megiddo im Ubergang,"
~· cit., pp. 265-67.
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laborer,1157 although Albright seeks to derive it from "-~;;;;;.;;.;::..:::::;:::,.
yistakar ~'
el

IIGod

gives reward. 11 58 Thus it seems possible that Issachar acquired its territory around solen by giving up its independence to its Canaanite neighbors.

If this condition still prevailed at the time of the battle against

Sisera and the Canaanites, Issachar would have been in no condition to
join in the battle; after the battle, with its independence assured, the
tribe could have sent delegates to the victory festival.
Naphtali is not mentioned in this list of the tribes, although
there is a reference to that tribe's feats in the battle in Judges 5:18.
This is another indication that the list in 5:13-15 is not a list of
tribes that took part in the battle.

II

Taubler concludes from this omis-

sion that Naphtali did not take part in this battle; the mention in 5:18
simply refers to previous battles of this tribe.59

The Latin translation

of 5:18 would tend to support this: "in regione Merome, 11 which would seem
to refer to Joshua 11:7.

However, this is based on an ungrammatical trans-

lation of the Hebrew ~m8 rome sade.
for Issachar in Judges 5:15b.60

Some scholars substitute Naphtali

This would make sense, since Barak was

57Noth, 'fne History of Israel, p. 78.
58Albright, 11The Topography of the Tribe of Issachar, 11 .2£• cit.,
p. 2.34, note 4.
59THubler, ~·~.,pp. 146-49, places Jabin contemporary with
Sisera ; Naphtali was busy fi ghting Jabin at this time, although Barak
could slip away and come against Sisera.
60Hans \'1 ilhelm Hertzberg, ~ Bllcher ~ , Richter, ~ , Vol. IX
of Das Alte Testament Deutsch, edited by Volkmar Herntrich and Artur
Weiser °{G'Bttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 19?..3), p. 179. See also
Ernst Sellin, "Zu Jud. 5:15aP," Zeitschrift ftlr ~ alttestamentliche
Wissenschaft, LDC (1942/43), 218.
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from Kedesh in Naphtali, and he naturally would be with his own tribe
(4:7).

The Hebrew of 5:15 is very obscure; at least Barak is mentioned

in the place where his tribe would be expected.

Tnis could indicate

that he came as the representative of his tribe, just as the other
tribes sent delegates to this festival.
The taunt-song scorning those tribes v,ho stayed away (5:15d-17)
does not mention the leaders of the tribes but rather the tribes as
whole units. 61 Reuben i~ picked out for special taunting; apparently
the clans (pelagg~t) of Reuben were in such a situation at this period
that they could have been represented at the amphictyonic meeting, even
though they lead a shadowy existence otherwise in this period.. 62 The
Old Testament usually connects Reuben with Gad and places both in
Transjordan (Nwn. 32:lff.; Josh. 1J:15ff.). Yet. the Song of Deborah
seems to imply that Reuben was west of the Jordan, for Gilead I s home
beyond the Jordan is singled out as something special (Judg. 5:17).
There is some scattered evidence in the Old Testament for this state of
affairs: the "stone of Bohan the son of Reuben" (Josh. 15:6; 18:1?) is
near Jericho; Hezron is an1ong the clans of Reuben and also a subdivision
of a clan of Judah (Num. 26:6,21); a Reubenite-Gadite altar was built
west 01' the Jordan (Josh. 22:ll); Achan was of the f c:Ulri.ly of Carmi of
Judah (Josh. 7:1,18), which Y1as perhaps a Reubenite family (Num. 26:6)
which later joined Judah; and Reuben's violation of Bilhah apparently

61Weiser, "Das Deboralied, 11

.QE.•

£!!:.•,

PP• 84-85.

6~oth, '.!h!, History of Israel, p. 65. See also Moore, EE•~.,
P• 154.
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took place west of the Jordan (Gen • .35:21-22). 6.3 Thus it seems that
Reuben existed at this time, possibly even west of the Jordan; yet the
tribe showed no interest in a war of the amphictyony, and f or this it
was

taunted.
Gilead stayed beyond the Jordan. 1'hat Gilead was substantially

the san,~ as the tribe of Gad seems to be i ndicated .both by the absence
of Gad elsewhere in the Song of Deborah and by the strong Old Testament
tradition regarding Gad' ~ place east of the Jordan. 64 Noth uses Judges
12 :4 to show that Gilead was of Ephraimitic descent; 6 5 however, the land
des ignated as "Gileadn seems to have been _populated by a variety of
peoples at this time.
and

Bergman crunts up Machir, Jair, Nobah, Segub,

Gilead among the var i ous clans he thinks lived in t his territory. 66

The name i n Jndees 5:17 seems to imply such a larger i roup of clans:
Der Landesname bezeichnet an dieser Stelle die Gesarntheit der in
dem Land sitzenden Sippen, unabhilngig von dem Mass ihres tats~chl i chen Zusanunenschlusses in dern sich weit hin erstreckenden
und in seinen Teilen sehr auseinandergerissenen Landstrich.67

63For this point of view, see Noth, Das System ~
zw8lf Stfunme
Israels, p. 70. Noth, The History of Israel, pp . "6.3-64; Lods, ,22. cit.,
pp. 331-32; Tiubler, ,g,e. cit., pp. 226-27; and also L.B. Paton,
"Israel's Conquest of Canaan," Journal of Biblical Literature, XXXII
(1913), P• 16.
64.rKubler, .2E• .ill•, p. 121.
65Noth The History of Israel, p. 61. He places the land of
Gilead in a'woocied district on the south side of the Jabbok, the modern
nahr ez-zerga.
66Abraham Bergman, "The Israelite Tribe of Half-Manasseh," Journal
o f ~ Palestine Ori ental Society, XVI (19.36), PP• 252-5.3.
67TRubler, EE• cit., p. 2.31; also Bright, 2E.• ~ . , P• 143.
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The tribe of Dan receives scorn for staying with the ships.

This

expression is strange, since neither in its southern nor it,, northern
po.sition was Dan near the coast.

Scholars are evenly dividcd on the

position of Dan at this time, v,ith no convincing evidence on either
side.

Alt feels that Dan's existence in the south had been a nomadic

one, so the report in the Song of Deborah suits its northern location
better. 68 Noth thinks that Judges 18:28 establishes some connection
between Laish and Sidon, and, following the example of Issachar, Dan
bougnt its settlement by accepting compulsory labor in the southern
Phoenician sea.ports.69 'fl1ubler points to a Huzi tablet which describes
work at a ship lying in harbor and feels Dan could have done such work
at Tyre between the harvest and the beginning of winter seeding.70
Albright feelij this refers to a ti.Ul.e before the Philistines forced
Dan

out of the south, 7l and l..ioore likewise thinks Dan did not migrate

until the Philistines pressed hard upon them. 72 Rowley points out the
difficulties involved in either position and suggests that the whole
tribe need not have migrated to the north.73 In support of this latter

68.Alt, ~1&,id{gungen .:Iber die Landnahme, ,: ££• cit., p. 160, note 5.
69Noth, ~ History 2f. Israel, p.
?OT!iubler, .9E•

ac.

ill•, .PP• 91-92.

71Albright, "'l'he Song of Deborah," .2E.!. cit., p. 27.
72Moore, 22•

ill•,

pp. 52-53.

73see his detailed discussion; Rowley, From Joseph i2 Joshua,
pp. 81-84; also H. H. Rowley, 11The Danite Migration to Laish, 11 Expository
Tim.es, LI (July, 1940), 466-71. See also R. Kittel,! History .2£.~
Hebrews, translated from the German by Hope W. Hogg and E. B. Speirs
(London: Williams and Norgate, 1696), II, 71-72.
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suggestion would be Dan's designation as milpaha instead of ~ebet
(Judg . lJ:2; 18:2,11), the small number of men who went to the north
(10:ll,l6), and the fact that Dan never seemed to occupy more than
a city and i ts environs in its northern position.

At any rate, it seems

impossible to decide on the meaning of Dan's situation as described in
the Song of Deborah; it was still recognized as a trib~ of the amphictyony, but it failed to show interest in this important battle.
Asher likewise had something to do 1,·lith the sea.

Noth again feels

this indicates Asher accepted compulsory labor in the seaports in return
for its settlement. 74

T~ubler would rather think that the mipra~!!!

of 5 :17 refer to ravines leading down to the

sea)~

Genesis 49 :20 and

Deuteronomy .33: 24-25 im!)ly that Asher ~·1as prospering with dainty food
and oil; perhaps t his was a result of some type oi' business relationship
with t he Canaanite fl and the seapor'ts.

The tribe's lack of interest in

thE: battle against Sisera might have steamed either from a fear of
antagonizing these people or from a ruore unfavorable position than the
other t r ibes, with Harosheth between its area and tne field of battle. 76
The same concerns might also account for Dan's absence, i f that tribe
was in its nol~thern location at the time.

Asher and Gad were the sons

of the maid Silpa ln the usual genealogies, and Dan was t.he son of the
maid Bilhah; it is possible that this indicates a more distant related-

74Noth, The History

2£

Israel, P•

79•

75T£ubler, BE•~., p. 118.
76H. Wheeler Robinson, The Hi~tory 2£. Israel: . i l l ~ !.!!S
Factors (London: Duckworth, 19.38), P• 44. See also John Garstang,
Joshua Judges (London: Constable & Co. , Ltd. , 19.31) , P • 305 •
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ness and offers another explanation for the aloofness of these three

tribes from the common concern of the amphictyony. 77
While these tribes are merely taunted for staying away., one place
is singled out for a bitter, sacral curse for not coming nto the help
of Yahweh" ( Judg ~ 5 : 23) • The curse on Meroz is apparently part of a
cursing-blessing ritual., the blessing on Jael (5:24) being the other
part.

The location of Meroz is uncertain; Eusebius testified to Merrhus

in the vicinity of Dothaiin., Abel proposed~ marus near Hazor., Alt
feels it was probably in Manasseh., and Weiser prefers a location in
Zebulun or Naphtali.78 It is strange that Meroz received a special
curse while the Israelite tribes who did not participate were not
cursed.

Alt feels. that Meroz had been a Canaanite city incorporated

into Manasseh, since the song names its "inhabitants., 11 an expression
often used in the Old Testament for the possessors and rulers of the
aristocratic Canaanite cities.

Then the lords of Meroz, in the time

of battle against the Canaanites., remained neutral; in such circumstances neutrality had to be answered by expulsion from the tribes and
possible destruction of the city.79 The analogy of Jabesh-gilead in
Judges 21:5-12 might be i ntroduced; yet this would not eJq.>lain why the

77TMubler, .21?.• fil•, p. 122; J. w. Jack, 11 The Israel Stele of
Merneptah," Expository~., XXXVI (October., 1924)., 43. See also John
Bright, Early Israel in Recent History Writing (London: S. C. ?,L. Press,
Ltd • ., 1959), PP• 118-19.
78Albrecht Alt, "Meros," Kleine Schriften ~ Geschichte des Volkes
Israel (M{inchen: C.H. Beck•sche Verlagsbuchhandlung., 1953), I., 276-77;
Weiser., ''Das Deboralied., 11 EE• cit•., P• 92.

79Alt., ~"M3r~s," .2£•
the same lines; Weiser,

ill•,
11

PP• Z/4-76. Weiser thinks somewhat along
Das Deboralied., 11 .2£• ill•, P• 92.
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other tribes also were not cursed in the Song of Deborah.

Perhaps the

explanation is that, in contrast with the neutrality of the other tribes,
"eine positive Fehltat 11 should be ascribed to Meroz.

Possibly this city

refused supplies to those engaging in the battle; the curse it received
would be parallel to Nabal's punishment for refusing bread to David
(1 Sam. 25:lOff.) and the destruction of Succoth and Penuel for refusing
bread to Gideon's army (Judg. 8:4ff.).80
Three of the traditional tribes of Israel are not mentioned in the
Song of Deborah: Judah, Simeon and Levi. It might be possi ble to read
Judah in 5 :13b: 81 the old orthography would omit the vowel letter, and
the change from yhwh would be slight:
script, or

i11i1,

n,il"'

~y~~

in the later script.

">.A">.:t. in the older

However, although

5:lJa is obscure, it seems impossible to read Slineon here, and the
parallelism wCA1ld weigh against reading~ in the second half of the
verse.

The political history of Judah, Siiueon and Levi in this early

peri~d appears to be extremely complicated, and only its broad outlines
.

can b e given here.

80Taub
" 1 er,

82

There was apparently a close relationship between

·t ,
_2E. il,_.

pp. 193- 94 •

BJ.suggested by Prof. Nor.man. Habelf ·Conc.ordia .S eminary, .st~ Louis, Jlo,
82The Old Testament reports but little concerning the activity of
these three tribes during the period of the amphictyony. Among the
many studies on this subject some of the more useful treatments are
H. H. Rowley, "Early Levite History and the Question of the Exodus.,"
Journal of Near Ea.stern Studies, III (April., 1944), 73-78; Rowley.,~
Joseph toJ~a, passim; Noth., ..Th! History of Israel., PP• 55-59; Y.
Aharoni-"The Negeb of Israel," Israel Exploration Journal, VIII (1958),
26-38· .Albrecht Alt "Bemerkungen zu einigen judlischen Ortslisten des
alten' TestamE11ts, 11 Kleine Schrif'ten !.!:!£ Geschichte ~ Volkes Israel
(M-linchen: c. H. Beck 1 sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1953), II., 289-305.
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.
'Le ah" tribes., they are tied together
these t 11ree t ribes. eeeides beJJ1g'
·d t of Judah (Josh.
by biblical traditi~n~: Simeon's territory is in the mi 8
· d likewi 8 e are re19:1-9), and the fe~ vevites that appear in this perio
i.-

lated to Judah (Jud~. 17:9; 19:1).

Judah and Simeon are pictured to-

gether during the Con4Uest in Judges l; and two of Levi's clans in Num8

bers 26:58 can be equ~ted with Judah's cit:ies of Libnah and Hebron. 3
Some very early traditions show Simeon and Levi as warring tribes fighting with . She.chem (Gen. 34); perhaps they were related to the habiru in
this area in the Amar.na age.84 For this treachery they were condemned
to be scattered in Israel (Gen. 49:5-7).85 Perhaps at this time they
f ell back on Judah. 86 A number of other clans were also associated with
Judah in this early period: the Kenites, who took the wilderness of
Judah (Judg. 1:16); t he Calebites, who took possession of Hebron (Judg.
l :20); the Kenizzites, who took Debir (Judg. l:ll-15); and the
Jerahmeelites, who also lived in t his area (1 Sam. 27:10; 30:29).87
The references to a southern invasion of Canaan (Num. 13; 21:1-3) seem.

83see s. A. Cook, nsimeon and Levi," American Journal .2f Theology,
XIII (July, 1909), 375; also Leroy aterman, 11Some Determining Factors in
the Northward Progress of Levi, 11 Journal of ~ American Oriental Soci ety,
LVII (1937), 377.
8 4,\mong t hose who t hink Gen. 34 descri bes the tribes of Simeon and
Levi are Bright, ! History 2f. Israel, pp.. 122-23; Alt, 11Erwll.gungen ilber
die Landnahme, 11 .2.e• ill•, p. 143; Noth, TI!.£ Histo.r·y £f Israel, p . 71; and

Ro,·:ley, "Early Levite History," .2£•

ill•.,

P• 75.

85Noth, ~ System der zw8lf St1!1rime Israels, p. 25; Rowley, !!:2!!!
Joseph !:_2 Joshua, pp. 8, ll3-14.
86rbi d_, p. 123.
87For det ails concerning thes e clans see Robinson,~ History 2f
Israel, p. 41; Noth The History of I srael, PP• 56-57, 7 ; Ah~or1;1, "The
Negeb of Israel," .52£.• cit., pp . 27-31; Rowl e y , ~ Joseph 12. os ua,
pp. 5, 153-54; Moore, 21?.• ~ . , pp. 22-23, 29-31.
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to fit this group of cl.ans v,hich later occupied southern Palestine.88
Perhaps these clans even joined together in a southern amphict,Yony.89
All these clans appear to make up the later Judah as it emerges under
David. 90 This brief review of the complex history of the southern tribes
suggests that, at the ti.u1e of the battle against Sisera, Judah, Simeon
and Levi, together vd. th the other clans related to them, were in their

own political throes, n aking it impossible for them to send representatives to the battle or victory cel.ebration.91 In addition, the belt
of CQnaanite cities separating their territory from the central tribes
may have been another factor in their lack of interest.92 Perhaps this

situation ·was the occasion of the prayer in Deuteronomy .33 :7. 93
In swnr:iary of the evidence and indications discussed in this chap-

ter, the battle against Sisera was apparently fought by the tribes of
Zebulun and Naphtali, although the victory was ascribed to all Israel.

88The entrance by some of these tribes into Palestine fron, the
south is supported, am?n~ oth:rs~ by Bright,~ History_£! ~~rael, p. 12.3;
Alt, 11 Bemerkungen zu eim.gen .Judaischen Ortslisten," ~· cit'., p. 29.3;
and Hoviley, ~ Joseph ~ Joshua, p. 111.
89This is supposed by Rowley, f!:.2m Joseph~ Joshua, p. 126; he follows U.owinc1cel in enumerating as members the Kenites, Kenizzites,
Jerachmeelites, ~imeonites, Levites and Judahites. Noth, Das System der
zwBlf St~e Israels, pp. 107-8, thinks of Judah, Simeon, Caleb, Othniel,
Jerachmeel and Kain; perhaps t his amphictyony made David king in Hebron.
90Noth,

~

History of Israel, P• 58.

91Garstang, .2£• ~ . , p. J05; also Arvid B~uno, Gibeon (Leipzig:
A. Deichertsche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1923), P• 4•

92Ro,vley, From Joseph !:,,2 Joshua, pp. 102-4.
9.3Ernst Sellin "Zu dem Judasspruch im Jaqobssagen Gen. 49:8-12 und
fllr ~ alttestamentliche Wissenschaft,
LX (1944), 65.
im Mosesegen l)eut. jJ:7," Zeit.schrift
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The archaic, cultic Song of Deborah rehearses the events at the victory festival, enumerating the tribes which sent delegates and taunting
those which did not.
Geschichtlich gesehen war die Schlacht .ein !:>ieg der beiden s tllmme
Sebulon und Naphtali unter charismatischer Ftlhrung des Barak; in
der Perspektive der Kulttradition, die im. Deboralied vorliegt,
wird dieses Geschehen zur Sache des gesamten Stllmmeverbandes in
Rahmen einer weitgespannten heilsgeschichtlichen u'berlieferung.94
Ten of the traditional tribes of Israel were members of the amphictyony
at the time, according to the Song of Deborah, while Judah, Simeon and
Lev.i were not counted. 95 The amphictyony was not "a religio-national
entit y, a supra-tribal subject of history, action, creation," as
Kaufmann supposes.96 The ties that bound it together were not in the
politi cal but in t he cultic and sacral sphere; yet for that reason
the vi ctory achieved by Yahweh, the God of the amphictyony, was a
victory of "the people of Israel."

9~'Jeiser, "Das Deboralied, 11 EE• cit., P• 89.
95Moore, .212• cit., p. 134; also J. Wellhausen, Prolegomena to the
History .2f Israel: With! Reprint o f ~ Article "Israel" ~ ~
Encyclopaedia Britannica (New York: The Meridian Library, 1957), P•
232. Weiser feels that the amphictyony consisted of only ten tribes
at this time; Weiser, 11Das Deboralied, " EE. cit., p. 87.
96Kaufmann, The Biblical Account

2£ lli

Conquest of Canaan, p. 66.
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CHAPTER I.V

1'HE WAR AGAINST THE MIDIANITF.S
The story of the war against the Mid.ianites under the leadership
of Gideon is one of the longer accounts of the wars of this period of
the Israelite amphictyony, yet it is one of the least unified.

There

are factors within Judges 6-8 which point toward the composite character
of the story as it is extant.

The usual framework for the war stories

appears here: the b 8 n~ yisralel did evil against Yahweh, and He gave
them into the hand of Mid.ian for seven years.

\'fnen the people of

Israel were brought low, they cried to Yahweh, and He sent His messenger to call Gideon to deliver Israel from Midian.

Once again the situ-

ation is presented as a concern for the 11people of Israel" in a generalized way, and it is the God of the Israelite amphictyony, Yahweh, who
remedied the situation.
The composite nature of this story, in:-.addition to the editorializing framework, is seen in the account of t he call of Gideon, which
is the main topic in Judges 7.

Vfn itley attempts to f ind the classical

Pentateuchal sources in the account and assigns 6:7-10 and 6:25-26 to
E, while 6:11-24 would belong to J. Material of E in a passage like
Exodus 20:2 and material of Jin the stories about Abraham in connection
with the angel of Yahweh and the oak at Mamre (Gen. 16:7f.; 18:1-8)
form the basis of W
hitley's division. 1 It is very questionable, however,

le. F. Whitley, "1'he Sources of the Gideon Stories.," ~
Testamentum., VII (1957)., 159.
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whether J and E .material can be distinguished with any certainty in
this story. 2 Yet the fact that there are at least two different traditions here is suggested by the two versions of Gideon's call: Judges
6:11-24 would seem to form one unit, and 6:25-32,36-40 would form the
other unit.

In each of these traditions Gideon received a message from

Yahweh and confirmed it by a special sign.

Another section in this

story which perhaps shows tvm different traditions is 6:34-35, which
portrays Gideon both as a local warrior of Abiezer and as a national
hero. 3 In 6:14 Gideon is called to deliver Israel, but in 8:18-21
his motive for pursuing Zebah and Zalmunna has a suggestion of bloodrevenge connected v,ith it. 4 Most telling are the two traditions about
the leaders of the Midianites: according to 7:25 and 8:3 they are Oreb
and Zeeb, while according to 8:5 and 8:12 they are Zebah and Zalmunna.5
Already in 1835 Studer called attention to the fact that 8:4ff. is not
a sequel of what precedes; 7:24-8:3 implies that the Mi.dianites had
been successfully intercepted and the chiefs were killed, 'While in
8:4ff. Gideon and his three hundred were still in the battle, with
their prospects of success, according to 8:6, still quite uncertain,

2A~ge Bentzen, Introduction~ the .Q!s! Testament (third edition;
Copenhagen: G. E. C. Gad, 1957), II, 89-90.
3v!hitley, .22•

ill•,

p. 158.

4Bentzen .22• cit., p. 88. See also Eugen T~ubler, Biblische
Studien: Die E:poche der Richter (Tiibingen: J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck],
1958), p. 255.
'Gerhard von Rad,~ Heilige Krieg
Zwingli-Verlag, 1951), P• 22.

J:a ~

Israel (Zllrich:
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at least in the eyes of t he officials of Succoth.6

Therefore it seems

that tv,o different sources underlie the present form of t he story of
Gideon, and t hese t ?Jv sources m{ly be .:haracterized as follows; one source
concerns Gi deon and a small band from his own tribe seeking to avenge
the slaying of his ki'r.smen; the other swrce pictures Gicleon a s the
chari smatic leader of a united group of tri bes in a war to delive:r
Israel.

Quite nnt ur ally the second tradition presents the inci dent

more as a war of t he amphictyony ; whether t he first traditi on is incompatible wit h t he second will be discussed below.
The opponent:=; of Israel in this

Wa:!'

were the Midianites, 7 the

most i.1,1portant of t he nor t hmnit ern Arabian group of tribes reckoned
1y Ger.esi.s 25 :l-6 wit h Israel' a own race, although they were not rela-

t i ves of f ull blood.

8

Th~~ eruption of camel-riding nomads

into the

Fertile Crescent, later known as the bedouin "razzia, 11 9 threatened the
fertile pl a ins of Palestine, especially t he plain of Jezreel (Judg.
6:JJ).

That the Midianites got as far as Cad botaka <azza,

to the

11

6George F. Moore, A Critical !ill!. Exegetical Coil'.mentary .£!! Judges,
Vol. VII of The International Critical Commentary, edited by Allred
Plwnmer (Edi nburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1895), pp. 174-75. See also R. de
Vaux, Les Institutions de L 1 Ancien Testament (Paris: Les Editions du
Cerf, 1960), II, 16.
~

7zi.rnmermann explains the statement that the captives were
Ishrnaelites (Judg. 8:2L~) as describing the style the Midianites adopted;
Frank ~immermann, 11aeconstructions in Judges 7:25-8:25, 11 Journal of
Biblical Literature, LXXI (1952), 113.
~oore, £E• ~it., pp. 177-80, thinks Midian w?rshipped Yahweh at
Horeb before ~oses; he finds 11adianite clan names in Judah and Reuben.

___,_
9v.1.

F. Albright, "The Biblical Period, 11 Ih! J e(s, !!!!!!: History,
Culture and Religion
edited by Louis Finkelstein New York: Harper
& Brothers, Publishers, 1949), I, 21.

'
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entrance to Gaza" ( 6:4)., seems to be a general statement showing their
raids took them to the road going south fran Carmel.

In light or this

statement, Hertzberg thinks they entered the plain or Jezreel from the
coastal plain.lO Not enough geographical detail is given to explain
how the Midianites traveled from Arabia to north central Palestine.
Yet it appears that, in addition to the tribes east of the Jordan, the
Israelite tribes most directly affected would be Ephraim, Uanasseh,
Zebulun and Issachar, with Naphtali and Asher also close to the events.
The battle itself took place on the border of the plain of Jezreel,
at the northern end of Mount Gilboa.

The Midianites fled eastward;

Abelmeholah tias probably in the vicinity of Beth-shan (1 Kings 4:12),
ten Roman miles south of it according to Eusebius. 11 Beth-shittah was

- ..-

- - -.-

therefore probably $atta on the southern end of nebi ed-dahi., seven kilometers east of the spring of Harod and nine kilometers north~est .of Bethshan.

And Tabbath was perhaps ras ~ ~abat on the other side of the

Jordan.12 This indicates that the Midianites scattered east and southeast,
doVln the ravines leading toward the Jordan., especially the ~

galud.

Some of them crossed the Jordan and headed da.~n the commerce route along
the east shore to Suceoth (Judg. S:5), while others went down the· west~rn
side of the Jordan, with the result that the men of Ephraim could seize
"the waters as far as Beth-barah and also the Jordanttl3 and cut of£

lOttans Wilhelm Hertzberg, ~ Bilcher ~ , Richter, Ruth, Vol. IX
of ~ Alte Testament Deutsch, ed.i ted by Volkmar Herntrich and Artur
Weiser {G!ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1953), p. 190.
llTRubler, 2.E.• cit • ., p. 257.
12Ibid.
13Beth-barah is not identified with any certainty.

their escape (7:24-25). Meanwhile, Gideon and the men v,ho were viith him
went in pursuit of some of those lf.idianites who escaped to the land east
of the Jordan (7:25; 8:4ff.).

THubler imagines that Gideon probably

went from Harod across the Samarian ridge-v,ay to the wadi farta and down
this to the Jordan; he then crossed the Jordan at the mouth of the Jabbok and went on the Succoth, vihere he could wait i'or the escaping
Midiunites on the caravan route.14 A short-cut of this t .tPe may have
been involved, if Gideon could pursue and overtake the camel-riding
nomads.

However, the account in 8:10-12 seems to show that Gideon pur-

sued the Midianites for quite a distance and attacked them after they viere
far enough a\'iay to feel secure.

The Midianites were encamped in qarqor,

and Gideon went up by the caravan route v1hich is east of nobai} and yogbOha.
nobal]. was the Israelite name for Kenath (Num. 32:42), which was later one
of the Hellenistic cities of the Decapolis, situated on the western slopes
of the gebel tiauran.

tanunan.

The name yogb0 ha survives in agbehat, northwest o!

These points seem to be mentioned only to identify the course

of the nroad of the tent dwellers."

There is a natural gateway between

the southeastern spurs of the Hauran mountain range and the hills in which
the Jabbok originates, and the road through this gateway is known as "the
way of the nomads."

The .Midianites could have fled by this road into the

wadi sirlJ.!!!, and gargor is perhaps to be found along this great route into
north Arabia at the wells of gerager or gargar, one hundred and eleven
miles southeast of canunan, at the junction of important desert routes. 15

14Taubler, .2E.• cit., p. 258.
15Rand McNally ~ ~ , e d i t e d by Emil G. Kraeling (New York:
Rand McNally & Company, 1956), P• 157.
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The requirements of sucn a trek into the Arabian desert explains the urgency which Gideon and his men felt in getting provisions from Succoth
and Penuel and the seriousness with which their refusal was viewed (Judg.
8:4-9.,1.3-17).
The question of the participation of the Israelite tribes in the
war against the Midianites is particularly involved because of the different sources that seem to be woven into the story.

In 6:.35 Manasseh.,

Asher, Zebulun and Naphtali were called out; this group was reduced to
three hundred, but after the initial rout only Naphtali., Asher and
Manasseh were again called out ( 7 :23).

Ephraim blocked the escape of

some of the .iidianites, yet this tribe upbraided Gideon .for not calling
them out earl ier (7:24-25; 8:1-.3).

In spite of all t his, Gideon still

had only three hundred men to pursue the .:lidianites east of the Jordan
(8 : 4ff.).

Gideon himself was f rom Ophrah, of the clan oi' the Abiezrites of the
tribe of t'anasseh (6:ll.,15).

--

Some scholars place Ophrah at tell el far•ah

at the head of a fertile valley leading down to the Jordan, although this
site perhaps f its better for T-lrzah.16 .Albright ,·,ould place it on the
edge of the northern plain of Sharon.,17 while Alt thinks _!~-~aigibe halfway between Tabor and Beth-shan is the best location.18 In view of the
allusion to the slaughter of Gideon's brother at Tabor (8:18-19)

,!~-

~al.gibe seems to be preferable as the home of the clan of the Abiezrites.

16Ibid., P• 154.
17see Jacob M. Myers., nThe Book of Judges, 11 !ill:, Interpreter's~,
edited by George Arthur Buttr ick (New York: Abingdon Cokesbury Press, 195.3),
II, 7.31.
18Albrecht Alt~ "Erv1!gungen llber die Landnahme der Israeli~rn in
Palllstina II Kleine Schriften zur Geschichte des Volkes Israel c~Hnchen:
C.H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung., 1953), r;-166, note 2.
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This would also place Gideon close to the scene of the battle, which
took place at the spring of Harod.
The question now arises concerning the men who made up Gideon's
army: were they merely members o! his own clan, out to get blood-revenge
19
on the Midianites,
or did they represent a larger segment of the
Israelite aiophictyony? The reduction of the thirty-two thousand men
of Gideon's first army to three hundred creates problems, in view of the
fact that apparently these same men had to be called back again to complete the rout (7:2-8; 7:23-25).

Hertzberg points out that Judges 7:3

recalls Deuteronomy 20:8, which bids the officers of the army to send
home those who are fainthearted.

He thinks that this idea was brought

into the Gideon story because of a

11

volksetymologische Verbindung 11 : the

name tJarod, the place of Gideon's encampment, has the same consonants
as ~a.red,

11

to tremble" (Judg. 7:l,J). 20 'l'his is. quite speculative; yet

it suggests that perhaps the story of the reduction of Gideon's forces
came from a later interpretation of the events.

Mendenhall points out

that the word >elep seems to have been used to designate a military
unit in a tribe during the period of the judges.

Thus, for example,

the list in Numbers 1 v,ould give the tribe of Manasseh thirty-two
21
,alaptm with a total of two hW1dred fighting men.
Mendenhall feels
the thirty-two

,alapim.

of Gideon's first army (Judg. 7:3) are identical

19Thus TKubler, BE.• cit., p. 255.
details in the story are legendary.
20Hertzberg, .2.e•

fil•,

He feels that all the other

P• 195.

21.see the discussion of the .military organization of the tribes,
~ , P• 98. ,
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with the three hwidrod men who succeed in defeating the W.dianites and
who pursue them into Arabia (7:8ff.; 8:4ff.).
mobilizing all thirty-two

l

Thus Gideon succeeded in

a1ap!m of his tribe of llanasseh, with a

total of three hundred fighting men.

The folk tradition of the reduc-

tion of the size of Gideon's army would then rest upon a misunderst.anding
of this old military organization which had long since been discontinued,
but \'1 hich had been operative during the period of the judges. 22

Noth

would concur in believing that it was only the tribe of Manasseh which
made up Gideon's army. 23
However, the biblical tradition refuses to allow one to pacs off
the incident as a private, blood-revenge affair.
!Hatter of the amphictyony.

It is presented as a

The threat from the Midianites wa s, to be

sure, a threat to Manasseh first of all; more specifically, Gideon's
own clan appears to have borne the brunt of the Midianite raids ( 8 :18).
11

Dennoch ist ::;ie [the threat) mit aecht ala eine ganz Israel betreffende

angesehen worden. 1124 Ifoore sholvs how the personal and the general
strands of the Gideon story can be reconciled:
That Gideon had a wrong of his ov.n to avenge, is not incompatible
with the representation that he was called of God to deliver
Israel from the scourge; the sharp severing of natural and religious motives is more in the manner of the modern critic than of
the ancient story-teller.25

22a. E. Mendenhall, "'£he Census Lists of Numbers l and 26,"
Journal of Biblical Literature, LXXVII (1958), 64.
2~artin Noth, .!h! History of Israel, translated"from the German
by P.R. Ackroyd (second edition; New York: Harper & orothers, 1960),

p. 162.
24Hertzberg, .2E•

£!.i•, P• 188.

2~oore, E.E.• cit., P•

176.
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The tradition is inescapably present that other tribes besid.e s Manasseh
were active in this battle.

Although the calling of the tribes described

in Judges 6:35b seems to anticipate the swnrnons mentioned after the
initial battle (7:23ff.), stili the Kollectivhandeln of three or four
amphictyonic tribes did take place. 26

11

Wir haben hier also, Hhnlich

wie im Deboralied, im wesentlichen den Bestand des westjordanischen
Reiches Israei.n27 A parallel might be drawn between the response of
the Israelite tribes in the war against Midian and their response in
the war against the Canaanites.

It has been seen that the war against

Midian was essentially a battle of the >al'apim of Manasseh; the

of

men

the other tribes were called out to join in the victorious pursuit after
the Midianites had been decisively routed, while the more long-range
a ......

continuation of the battle was left up to the > lapim of Manasseh.

In

the war against the Canaanites it appears that the battle ·itself was
fought by Naphtali and Zebulun, while the other interested tribes of
the amphictyony were swnrnoned to participate in a victory celebration
afterwards.
Just as there were conspicuous absences in the ranks of the amphictyony in Judges 5, so also in the Gideon story several of the tribes
were unaccountably not concerned.

I s sachar in particular, which usually

dwelt in the plain of Esdraelon and its neighborhood, was missing from
the pursuit of the Midianites after the battle.

26von Rad, .2.E• cit., pp. 22-23.
and Moore, 2£• cit., PP• 196-97.
27Hertzberg, .2£•

ill•,

P• 194.

Garstang assumes that

See also de Vaux, 2£• cit., P• 11;
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this tribe had been constrained to find a refuge in ~he highlands, whil.e
he excuses Judah, Simeon and Benjamin on the basis of the pressure of
the Amalekites on their borders. 28 The Israelite tribes east of the
Jordan seemed to offer no resistance whatsoever to the Midianites; the
hostility of Succoth and Penuel indicates that the people in this area
did not feel strongly bound to come to the aid of the a.m.phictyony.

Yet

one is justified in calling this a war of the Israelite amphictyony.
Gideon himself is described as a deliverer of Israel and one of vnom
the spirit of Yahweh took possession (Judg. 6:14,34).

That this battle

was considered a sacral war is demonstrated especially by the sounding
of the trumpet to summon the fighting men of Manasseh (6:34-35a)29 and
the battle-cry, "A sword for Yahweh and for Gideon" (7:18.,20).

As

Moore remarks concerning this battle-cry:
The cause of the Israelites against the foreign foes is Yahweh's
cause; and he who smites for Gideon, smites for Yahweh. It is
a historical misapprehension, however, to describe the conflict
with the Canaanites (ch. 4-5) or l"idianites (ch. 6-8) as a
religious war; and especially to compare it with the wars of
Islam.JO
Therefore the war against the ~idianites demonstrates the same tendencies
concerning the amphictyonic wars as the wars previously discussed.

Histor-

ically seen, this war was a battle of' the >a1ap!m of Manasseh, with later
help from Naphtali., Asher, Ephraim and perhaps Zebulun.

Since, however,

it was a battle for the God of the amphictyony, fought in order to pre-

28John Garstang., Joshua Judges (London: Constable
1931), p. 319.
29see· l!!f!:!, p • . 101.•
30Moore, .2E.• cit., p. 210.

&

Co., Ltd.,
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serve the amphictyony, the summary is fitting: "So Midian was subdued be-

r ore

e"'

, __

the b ne yisralel"

(

8:28).

The sequel to this war should be dis cussed briefly: "the men of
Israel" asked Gideon to rule (masal) over them, but Gideon rejected this
request on the basis of Yahweh's rulership.

~" yisra>el
. , - - actually
If the >is

represented all the people of Israel, this would have been a remarkable
instance of unified political activity by the tribes.

Some scholars feel

that, although Gideon is made to reject the request, actually he did become a king.

His son's name,

"

l 8 bimelek,

possibly means, "my father is

king"; Judges 9 :2 reports that a dynasty of the sons of Gideon (Jerubbaal)
ruled over Shechem; the raising of the ephod in Ophrah seems connected
with the roy-cil election; and the same is true of Gideon' s harem,
the poli tical meaning of which evidently was 1) the securing of the
dynasty, and (2) the establishing of valuable connections, for example with Shechem. Gideon I s harem is one aspect of the religious
and cultural symbiosis between Israelites and Canaanites, Abimelech 1 s
election with support from Shecheru another.31
Wellhaus en would theref ore propose,

11

We see besides from 9:lff. that

Gideon really wao the ruler of Ephra im and ~ianasseh. 1132
The points raised in s upport of the kings hi p of Gideon are hardly
convincing.

-

The name ,abimelek could just as well mean "melek (a god)

is my f ather," or it could be the result of a f anciful dream of Gideon I s
concubine in Shechem.

Jerubbaal's dynasty merely f urnished the leaders

31E. Nielsen, Shechem: A Traditio-Historical Investigation
(Copenhagen: G. E. c. Gad, 1955), p . 143, note 1. See als o R. Kittel,
fl History .2f. !:_h2. Hebrews., translated from the German by Hope \'; . Hogg and
E. B. Speirs (London: Williams and Norgate, 1896)., II, 82.
3 2J. Wellhausen, Prolegomena !:_2 ~ His~ory ?f Is:-ael: ill!!.!, Reprint
!2f ~ Article "Israel" .f.!:.2m ~ Encyclopaedia Britannica (New ~ork: The
Meridian Library, 1957), p. 239, note l. See also Myers, .2£• ~ • ., P• 748.
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of the people in the area around Shechem (9 :2).

And the material that

went into making the ephod could have been simply the spoil of Gideon's
three hundred men.33 Even if Gideon did become a ruler, his rule could
hardly have comprised more thun Manasseh, Succoth and Penuel; Ephraim
was hostile to him (8:1-.3) •.34 Therefore the question of the kingship of
Gideon seems to have no direct bearing on the political state
amphictyony after the war against the Midianites.

ot

the

It does, however,

attest to the kingship of Yahweh in the tribal league, besides showing
that, even after an amphictyonic victory, there were strong tempt ations
to have a king after the manner of the Canaanites.

33M.oore, 22.• cit., p . 232. See also John Bri ght, l); Hi story of
I srael (Phi ladelphia: The i;~est minster Press, 1959), p . 158.
34Adolphe Lods, Israel~ Its Beginnings 12 ~ rti ddle of!!!!
Eighth Century, transl ated by S . H. Hooke (London: Routledge & Kegan
Paul, Ltd., 1932), p. 343. Also Tgubler, .2.£2~ ~ . , pp. 267!.

CHAPTER V

WARS OF THE TRANSITIONAL PERIOD
The First Encounters Vlith the Philistines
The several wars described in the first part of 1 Samuel bring
the period of the Israelite amphictyony to its close: the first battles
with the Philistines (1 Sam. 4-7) and Saul's war against the Ammonites
(1 Sam. 11).

other wars in ·t he remainder of 1 Samuel will be discussed

with regard to the bearing they have upon the amphictyony.
In an old story about the ark of the covenant (1 Sam. 4-7) is re-

ported the first known large-scale conflict between the Israelite
amphictyony and the Philistines. 1 The Philistines gathered at >apek
for the battle (1 Sam. 4:1).

This was probably tall eJ.-m~ar on the

upper course of the river now called~!!-~, which flows into the
Mediterranean north of yafa.

This was probably at the northern border

of Philistine territory; it was a very suitable position for an attack
on the central moW1tains of Palestine.

11

Israel 11 gathered at ha>eben

ha'ezer, on the edge of the mountains opposite Aphek, roughly on the
site of the modern megdel gaba. 2 It is clear that the Philistines did
not present simply a limited threat that concerned only the adjacent

lFor a convenient summary of the early history of the Philistines
in Palestine see Martin Noth, The History !Zf. Israel, translated from
the German by P. R. Aclcroyd (second edition; New York: Harper &
Brothers, 1960), PP• 35-38.
2Ibid., P• 165.
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tribes, nor one that a tribal rally could deal with at a blow; they aimed.
to conquer the mole land and threat.ened Israel's very existence.3 Noth
attempts to determine the tribal participation in t his first battle:
It is impos sible to say for certain who actually took part on the
Israelite side. The main participants were probably the 1nilitia
of the tribe of Ephraim which was most immediately threatened
from Aphek. B1.1t some of the neighbouring tribes of the central
Palestinean mountains will also have been involved in some measure,
and, in view of the enormous danger, reinforcements from other
tribes may also have been present.4
Israel was defeated in this first battle rather decisively, losing
four thousand men (1 Sam." 4:2).

Although the brief account of the

battle has nothing to say about the sacral side of the undertaking
(unless 4:la is i ntended for this purpose), t he leaders of the people
i mmediately res olved to place t his war into t he s acral sphere.
11

The

elders of Is:rael, 11 zigne yisra J el, r ecognized t hat Yahv1eh IS hand was

operat i ve in their def.ea1. and dec:i.ded to br ing t he ark of t he coYenant
of Yahweh into t he camp f rom Shiloh,

that He may come among us and

11

save us from the power of our enemies" (4:J).

That t he presence of the

ark symbolized the lJres ence of Yah,veh Himself at the battle-front is
evident from 4:3-4 and especially f rom the statement of the Philistines:
"The gods have come into the camp" (4:7).

Noth draws a generous deduc-

tion from this concerning t he number of Israelite tribes that now took
part in the second battle:

3John Bright, ! Historx S?.f. Israel (Philadelphia: The Westminster
Press, 1959), P• 164.
~oth, .2.E.• cit., P• 166.
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The transporting of the ark to the camp could only mean that the
whole association of Israelite tribes was being deployed against
the Philistines. So far as we know from the tradition, it was the
first time the whole tribal confederation had come forward in
defence of Israel, the reason being that this was the first time
the existence of Israel as a whole in Palestine had really been
threatened by the power of the Philistines.5
It does not necessarily follow from the presence of the ark that the
"whole tribal confederation" took part in the second battle (4:10-11).
The wars discussed in previous chapters have shown that a victory won
by a comparatively few number of tribes could easily be considered to
be a victory of the amphictyony.

Therefore it is conceivable that,

although the ark was considered to be~the unifying symbol of the amphictyony,

6

still it could be used by a few of the tribes in the name of

the whole amphictyony.

The second part of Noth's statement is more

accurate; the greatness of the threat from the Philistines would lead
one to suppose that most of the available Israelite fi ghting roen were
called out for this battle.

The account itself merely speaks of

"Israel" as fighting the battle,

Hophni and Phinehas, apparently

Ephraimites from Shiloh, were killed (4:11), and a man from Benjamin
escaped to tell the news to Eli (4:12); this demonstrates that at least
these two tribes sent fighting men to the battle.

The extent of the

defeat of Israel would tend to show that the main backbone of Israel's
army had been broken.
The defeat of Israel was decisive.

The Philistines had free access

to the amphictyonic shrine at Shiloh, the modern selun; along with cap-

5Ibid.
6See the discussion of the amphictyony,

!!:!!!:!,

P• 89 .• ·
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turing the ark they probably also destroyed the shrine at Shiloh.

Jeremiah

7:12.,14 and 26:6.,9 r eports that the 11temple11 in Shiloh which had housed
the ark was dest royed., and the ruins could still be seen; excavations
there have borne this out.7 At this time the Philistines probably installed garrisons in Israel's territory; 1 Samuel 10:5 and 13:3 speak of
such a ne~12 in Gibeah., the modern tell el-ful.

The Philistines occupied

most of the territory in this way., disarming Israel by allowing no weapons to be made (13 :19-22) .a Yet the Philistine occupation was not complete, for in Galilee and in Transjordan Israelite movement was relatively free; in the mountains the people were able to organize resistance.
However, that Philistine domination was fairly complete is shown by the
failure of Israel to restore the ark as the central shrine of the
air.phictyony; it lay in neglect at Kirjath-jearim for a generation (1 Sam.
7:1-2; 2 Sam. 6:2).$
Another encounter \\ith the Philistines., this time under t he
leadership of Samuel, is des cribed in l Sallluel 7:3-14.

The fact that

this account is mainly interested in the sacral side of the incident., in
addition to the obvious difference in outcome when compared vlith l Samuel

4,

has lead scholars to doubt the historicity of this particular battle.

Smith thinks it i s really an account of what happened l ater under Saul

?Bright EE.• cit., p. 164; also Noth., EE• ill•, PP• 166-67. See
also W. F. Aibright ~ Fr.oru .~ ~ Age ~ Christianity: Monotheism ~
the Historical .P.ro.e~ssZ{'second edition; New York: Doubleday & Company.,

Inc •., 1957),

p.

8Noth., 2£•

-290.

ill•,

p. 167 •

9Thua Bright., EE.• ~ . , p. 165.
in 1 Sam. 14:18.

Bright reads "ephcd" with the LXX
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10
and David. · Wei ser contends:
Der offene Widerspruch zu anderen Nachrichten, die von einer
Fortdauer der drnckenden Philister~Herrschaft wissen (1 Samuel
9:16; 10:5; 13:2f., 19ff.) lasst kaum einen Zweifel darHber, dass,
historish gesehen, die Erz~hl~f von Samuels Philister-Sieg als
Fiktion beurteilt werden muss.
Rather, he thinks,
Wires ni cht ndt einem reinen Geschichtsbericht zu tun haben,
sondern mit einer Erz~lung, in der gottesdienstliche Interessen
und Motive st!:lrker zu Worte kornmen als di e historischen Einzelheiten und Ausblicke.12
Yet it i s possible to conceive of many skirmishes with the Philistines
during this period, and this account may preserve the occasion f or one
of the se .

The fact that "all Israel" gathered at Mizpah (l Sam. 7:5)

would no doubt be taken by the Philistines as an attempt to r enew the
amphictyony, although the f ormer shrine at Shiloh had been destroyed.
That Israel momentarily threw the Philistines into confus ion is likewise
conceivable.

The report that the Philistines 1~ere subdued and did not

corne into I srael's territory again, along vdth the statement that the
cities of the Philistines were returned to Israel (7:13-14) seems to reflect the time of David.

The account of this skirmish with the Philistines

is of particular interest in that it describes the sacral char acter of the
Israelite amphictyony.

Even though all political ties between the tribes

lOHenry Preserved Sndth, ! Critical !!!S Exeget ical Commentary .2!! ~
Books of Samuel, Vol. lX of The International Critical Commentary, edited
by Alfred Plwnmer (New York: Charles Scr:ibner•s Sons, 1899), P• 50.
llArtur Weiser nsamuels •Philister-Sieg. 1 Die IIUberlief erungen in
1. Sam. 7, n Zeitsch;ift I.Yt Theologie E.lli!. Kirche, LVI (1959), 257.
12Ibid., p. 261. See also Hans V~ili_lelm ~ertzberg, ]!.! S~uelbllcher,
Vol.. X of Das Alte Testrunent Deutsch, edited oy Volkmar Herntrich and
Artur Weiser(GlSttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1960), PP• 52-53.
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had been destroyed, and even though the arnphictyonic central shrine
at Shiloh had been destroyed and the ark lay forgotten, still "all Israel"
could gather at another shrine to renevi their relationship with Yahweh
by putting away .1'oreign gods, p a rticipating in a ritual of pouring out
wat Gr before Yahweh and confessing their sins, c.ind being judged by Samuel

(7:.3-6).

lt was this common covenant with Yahweh, not any political ties

or enemy pressures, that held the amphictyony together.
The War Against the Ammonites
While the Israelite amphictyony was under Philistine domination
in the land viest of the Jordan, Nahash the Ammonite saw an opportune time
to ga i n a victory over the tribes east of the Jordan

(1

Sarn.

11).

M8hlenbrink has demonstrated that this wa,s more far-reaching than just

another local battle:
I-Jun soll aber die Ve rnichtung von Jabesch nach dem Willen des
Nachasch nicht nur Gilead-Gad, den Stamm, dessen Hauptstadt Jabesch
doch wohl v1ar, treffen, sondern 11ganz Isr ael" schl:ldigen.13
The· fact that the men of Jabesh wanted to make a covenant with Nahash
indicates that the Israelite amphictyony had been disrupt ed by the
Philistines, and no help could be expected f rom west of the Jordan.
Perhaps the Ammonites even had made some kind of agreement with the
Philistines in the west, making a t ,'lo-front war for Israel.14

They oc-

cupied the land of Gilead south of the Jabbok and attacked Jabesh.

Noth

l3Kurt MBhlenbrink, "Sauls Ammoniterf eldzug und Samuels Beitrag
zum K8nigtum des Saul 11 Zeitschrift ri.l.r die -al=t.=.t.;.e;,;s;.;t;.;am=,e;.;;n;:;.;t;.;;li;;;;·_c_h_e Wissenschaft,
LVIII (1940-41), 58. Also Noth, .2£• ~ . , P• 168.

'

---

14Mghlenbrink, .2E• cit., p. 59. Also Gerhard von Rad, ~ Heilige
Krieg!!!! alten Israel (Zlli-ich: ;ZVlingli-Verlag, 1951), P• 20.
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places J abesh in the land of

•aglun,

in the area of the wadi ya.bis, on

the slte oi' the modern tell el-maglub; however, Glueck would ;)lace it at

- - ..-

the lower end of the wadi yabis in the Jordan valley at tell abu haraz .15
Noth' s placement would t ally best with Eusebius ' stut ement that "Iabis 11
was six Roman miles from Pella (!]irbet

f~g) on the road to Gerasa

(geras).16 Either of these two places would be suitable f or an attack
started from Bezek, the modern tiirbet ibziq.
In view of the relationship between Jabesh and Benjamin (Judg.
21:8-14), perhaps the messengers which the elders of Jabesh s ent to find
help went directly to Gibeah.17

It is questionable whether the messengers

knew that Saul had been anointed; he is described as an unknown farmer .
Wildberger feels:
in Kap. 11 berichtet \',ird, kann sich also J ahre, wenn nicht gar
,Tahrzehnte, vor der Erhebung Sauls zwn KBnig abeespielt haben.18

ls'l a~

Yet Saul had only been anointed as nagl:d (1 Sam. 10:1).

In 11:6-7 he is

described as a charismatic l oader, on whom the spirit of God came, and
he continued to use vihat appears to have been the amphictyonic method of
g,,thering troops f or a battle: he divided a yoke of oxen in pieces and
sent them throughout the terri tory of I sr ael with the words, "Whoever does
not come out after Saul and Samuel, so shall it be done to his oxen! 11 (11:7).

l5Noth, .2£• cit., P • 167.
l6Rand McNally ~ .Atlas, edited by Euii l G. Kraeling (New York:
Rand Il.cNally & Company, 1 9 ~p. 179.
17Hertzberg, .2£•

ill•,

P• 72.

18ifans Wildberger, nsamuel und die Entstehung des israelitischen
KBnigstwns," Theologische Zeitschrift, XIII (November-December, 1957),
466-67. See also Smith, .2£• ill.•, p. 76·.
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This same method of summoning the tribes was used in Judges 19:29-30,
where the Levite cut up his concubine and sent the pieces throughout
Israel; there the curse words are missing., but t.he intent appears to
be the same.

A parallel to this has been found in a M.ari letter., which

suggests how a particular bedouin tribe can be I!Ulde to asserrble for a
campaign.

The letter states:

Jetzt., wenn es nach dem Belieben meines Herrn ist., soll
Verbrecher im GefHngnis t8ten und sein Haupt abschlagen
dem Raum zwischen den StHdten bis nach Hud.niru und Appan
tragen, zu dem Zwecke, dass die Leute sich f-llrchten ~nd

SWiimel.n.19

man einen
und in
umhersich schnell

'l'he same kind of threat is seemingly behind the use of this gleichnishafte Handlung20 in Judges 19 and 1 Samuel ll.

1'he judgment by Noth is

substantiated:
The method of the summons to arms described in 1 Sam. 11 :7, with
Cot\ iu.ration expressed in an oath, makes an impression of great
originality.21
Later Saul went over to more effective means of gathering an army
(l Sam.

14:52), but in the battle against the Ammonites he still acted

within the tradition of the amphictyony.
Upon receiving the summons., "the dread of Yahweh fell upon the
people, and they came out as one man 11 (11:7).

Saul assembled them at

19Gerhard Wallis "Eine Paralle zu Richter 19:29i'f. und 1. Swn.
ll:5ff. aus dem Brief~chiv von Mari," Zeitschrift filr die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, LXIV (1952), 57-58.

20~ . , P• 59.
21Noth, !?.E.• ill• p. 169. Also Albr?cht Alt., 11 Die ~taatenbildung
der Israeliten in Pallstina.," Kleine Schriften ~ Geschichte ~
Volkes Israel (Mllnchen: C.H. Beck 1 sche Verlagsbuchhandlung., 1953),

II,

26.
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Bezek, the modern

!1~ ibzig;

from this town, on the road between

Shechein and Beth-shan, a ravine leads down to the Jordan, called the
Yladi

&

9asneh. 22

'l'hus Bezek was an excellent juuiping off place for

an attack on the ~mmonites, who had surround.e d Jabesh.

'l'hat Saul's

attacking force was not too big is seen in his surprise attack on the
Ammonite camp in the 1r.orning watch.

The numbers given for hi6 troops,

three hundred thousand from Israel and thirty thousand from Judah, seem
to be out of proportion considerably (:ii:8). 23

The Septuagint shows

the tendency tmvard increasing these numbers by reading six hundred

thousQ.nd for Israel and seventy thous.':lf'.<i for Judah, while Josephus goes
U [J

to seven hundred thousand. 24

Perhaps here again the nwnber was in-

tended orie inally to give the nwnber of

J8

J.apim., the milita..-y units of

the tribes, which sent fighting men to this battle. 2 5 A total of three
hundred and thirty >8 1apim would compare fairly well with the five
hundred and ninety-ei3ht ,ala.Pim given in Nwnbers 1 for the wnole people

of Israel, taking into consideration the disruption of the tribes
caused by the Philistines.
Concerning the actuaLd:,ribes that took part, M8hlenb1•ink argues
that Judah and Simeon were cut off by hostile cities, the n::>rt hern
tribes likewise were cut off by the Philistines, and even Manasseh and

22Noth, 2E.• cit., p. 169.

Also ~ Mci'lall.y Bible ~ , P• 179.

23These numbers are Phantasiezahlen, according to Hertzberg, .2E•
cit., P• 73.
24smith, $?.•

lli•,

.P• 79.

25see the discussion supra, p. 50; ~ , P.• 98.l

Ephraim were so threatened by the Philistines that they did not take
part.

This leaves only Benjamin, Gad and Reuben to save Jabesh; and

these are precisely the tribes for which }!8hlenbrink posits a threetribe amphictyony at Gilgai. 26

This argwnent fails to give any weight

to the mention of Bezek as the mustering place for the attack; to reach
this point, the tribe of Benjamin would have had to go through a considerable amount of Philistine territory, according to M8hlenbrink's
theory.

Noth rather feels this is an example of

11

the employment of

the whole tribal association to defend their existence against danger
from outside. 11 2 7 Three tribes certainly had men at this battle: Saul
was from Benjamin (1 Sam. 9:1-2), Samuel was from Ephraim (1 Sam. 1:1,

20),

and Judah is expressly mentioned

(ll:8). In

view of the

11

d.read of

Yahweh" that fell upon the people, it would seem that all the tribes
who were in a position to do so would have sent fighting men in this
desperate attempt to save the remnants of the amphictyony.
The victory .seemed to have a psychological effect on the hardpressed Israelites.
kingdom' (ll:14).

Samuel gathered t,he people at Gilgal to "renew the

Here Israel made Saul king, bringing to an end the

era of the amphictyony.
Israel was acting as a "people," no longer as a sacral confederation
of tribes. It was embarking, though to begin with in quite a
modest way, on the road to political power and thereb! ~aki~ a
decision which was to have a quite fundamental determining influence~~ the further course of its history • • • • It is clear that

2~8hlenbrink, EE•

ill•,

PP• 60-64.

2 7Noth .212• ~ . , P• 169.
1
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the new king, who had proved his worth in the victory over the
Ammonites which had just been won, was expected to deliver Israel
from this threat to its whole existence and to wage a successful
1,ar against the Philistines • • • • Againut the Philistines a
permanent and stable military command seemed to be necessary and
the new king was no doubt intended to act primarily as leader of
the levies of Israel, and it was in such a. ca.p a.city that he did
in fact come forward.28
~'Jars of the Early Monarchy
Saul's first act as king was to choose three thousand men from
those gathered at Gil.gal.

He made a successful surprise attack on

the Philistine garrison in Gibeah and destroyed it (1 Sam. 13:1-3).
The Philistines gathered their forces near Michmash, the modern muhmas
five miles northeast of Gibeah.

Saul and Jonathan camp~d near Geba,

geba', separated from N.ichmash by the wadi ~~-~uwenl~. 29 At this time
Saul's fighting force numbered only six hundred men (13:15)..

Amid

sacral overtones30 the Philistines were again routed; this time the
11

Hebrews 11 \'1ho were with the Philistines deserted to the Israelite side,

and "all the men of Israel" who had hidden themselves in the hills of
Ephraim joined in the pursuit (14:1-23).

Although this success was

apparently not over the main body of the Philistines, and although the
results of the victory were· short-lived, still Israel began to act as

28Ibid., PP• 170-71. See also Martin Buber, 11 Die ErzHhl:m~ von
Sauls KBnieswahl.," ~ Testament um., VI (1956~, .164. In ~ddition, •
see Eduard Meyer, Geschichte ~ Altertums (dritte Auflage, Stuttgart.
J. G. Cotta•sche Buchhandlung Nachfolger, 1953), II, part 2, 246.
29uoth., .21?.• cit • ., PP• 173-74°
30von Rad, .2E.• cit., P• 21., points out the different phenomena
which indicate that this battle should be placed among the holy wars.
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a united people behind her chosen leader.
Taking advantage of Israel's submission to the Philistines, the
Amalekites from the desert of Kadesh chose this time to make raids
into the Negeb.

After his initial success against the Philistines,

Saul summoned two hundred thousand men, plus ten thousand from Judah,31
and he t1.tterl.y defeated the Amalelcites (1 Sam. 15 :1-7).

This episode

showed Saul's freedom of movement, and also it "indicates that his
authority and re13ponsibility were national in scope. 1132 Von Rad points
out that this story shows that the tension between the old Yahweh-faith
and the kingship came first in the s phere of the holy war.33

Saul's

rash taking of the spoil shows that he had by this time become more a
k ing than a charism;:,itic leader of the amphictyony; it was Sa'Iluel who
performed the t a.sk of slaying Agag (15:8-JJ).
The notice that Saul reigned over Israel for t wo years (1 Sam.
13:1) possibly indicates that the Philistines hurriedly went into
action against him in the yea!' followi_ng his success against them.34
They gathered at Aphek again, while Israel was encamped at Jezreel
(1 Sam. 29:1).

The Phi listines marched north through the plain of

Esdraelon to the city of Jezreel

(29:11),

the modern zer'in; they did

not attack the central mountains directly but marched i nstead between
the central part of Palestine and Galilee, possibly with the intention

31Again the numbers appear rather high;~, P• 98.
32i3right, EE•

ill•,

p. 168.

33von Rad, 2.E.• cit., p. ?2•
34This is the suggestion of Noth, 2.e•

£?!•,

PP•

176-77.
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of cutting Saul off from the Galilean tribes.35 That they succeeded
is seen from .31:7, where it

is

stated that "the n,en of I s ra.el who were

on the other s ide of the valley and those beyond t he Jord.an 11 fled from
their cities after seeing Saul's defeat.
Although Saul beca,.e king of Israel a nd thus brought, t he period of
the aruphictycny to an end, still he did not break with am.phictyonic

tradition~

He

made no change in the structure of the amphictyony; he

had no bureaucracy or harem.3 6 The nucleus of his forces appears to
have been fellow Benjaminites (22:7), so he can be seen as an extension
of a tribal leader.37
1'hough he probably never led all Israel in battle (nor had the
judgesl)., he probably came closer to it than any of his predecessors, if only because the emergency was a national one.38
It was a period of transition froru the old amphictyony to the political
kingdom; therefore it was a temporary phase which could not last:
Though temporary charismatic leadership was compatible with the
traditions of a tribal association subject to a divine law, a
"secular" monarchy was not; and, on the other hand., it was impossible to base the insti~ution of monarchy on the sacral
association of the tribes.39

35roid. Coinciding with this opinion are Bright, .2£!. ill•, PP•
173-74;and Albrecht Alt., 11 Die Landnahme der Israeliten in PaUlstina.,"
Kleine Schriften zur Geschichte des Volkes Israel (M.Unchen: C. H.
Beck•sche Verlagsb"iichhandlung, 1953), I, 117.
36i3right, S?E• ill,., p. 169.
37Adolphe Lods., Israel~~ Beginnings i2. ~ Middle o f ~
Eighth Century, translated bys. H. Hooke (London: Routledge & Kegen
Paul, Ltd., 1932)., P• 356.
38Bright., 9.E.• cit • ., P• 170.
39Noth, .22•
cit.,.p..117.
..

-

£!!:..,

p. 175.

See also Alt.,

11

Die Landnahme.," 2.e.•

CHAPTER VI
WARS V/ITHIN THE AMPHICTYONY
The Treachery of Reuben and Gad
Twice during the period of the Israelite amphictyony occasion
arose for the tribes to join together in a war against one or more
members of the sacral confederation itself.

One such action was brought

about by the treachery of Reuben and Gad (Josh. 22:10-34), and the other
was occasioned by the wantonness of the men of Gibeah of Benjamin (Judg.
19-21}. Naturally, these wars were somewhat different from the other
wars in which the amphictyony engaged. Yet they also give an opportunity to see the extent to which the tribes took part in amphictyonic
wars.

And, perhaps better than any of the other wars, they demonstrate

the sacral character of such undertakings by the tribal confederation.
The action against Reuben and Gad never came to blows, but preparations were made for war: 11And when the people of Israel heard of it,
the whole congregation of the people of Israel gathered at Shiloh, to
make war against them" (Josh. 22:12).

It was to be a war of the

amphictyony against some of its own members, Reuben and Gad. But what
was the cause? It is difficult to ascertain !ran the account of the
incident just what it was that constituted the treachery against the
God of Israel (22:16) that made such an undertaking necessary. As the
story stands, the building of an unauthorized altar of sacrifice seems
to be the treachery against Yahweh (22:16,23-29).

Yet such presuppo-

sitions apparently did not exist otherwise during the period of the
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amphictyony, and perhaps even until the time of Josiah's reform local
altars and sanctuaries were condoned. 1 This is only one of the knotty
problems connected with this story.. The locale of the altar built by
Reuben and Gad, whether on the east or west side of the Jordan, is
uncertain.

The western position is rather clearly stated in Joshua

22:10; however, a place east of the Jordan seems to be indicated by
22:11 (lel 'eber b8ne yi~ra'el,) 2 and also by 22:15,191 25,32.

The

tribes involved in building the altar are Reuben, Gad, and the half
tribe of Manasseh in 22:9,10,ll,13,15 1 211 and the "sons of Manasseh"
are brought in in 22 :30-31; but only Reuben and Gad are concerned in
22:25,32,33,34.

To add to the difficulty, the decisi ve name of the

altar in 22:34 is missing.
From these considerations it would appear that there are several
different sources to be found in this story.

It would be impossible

to define the sources with any certainty; yet some of the material
appears to belong to the Pentateuchal P source: the presupposition that
Phinehas the priest was the leader of Israel, while Joshua was completely forgotten; the description of Israel as the "congregation of
Yahweh" ( ~ l!!!h,); and the excessive concern about sacrificing burnt
offerings or cereal offerings ·or peace offerings upon this altar.3 The

Lrhis reform is reported in 2 Kings 23. See Martin Noth, ~ Buch
Josua, Vol. VII of Handbuch ~ fil!!! Testament, edited by Otto Eissfeldt
{Tdbingen: Verlag von J. C.• B. Mohr[ Paul Siebeckl, 1938), P• 103.
2Ibid., p. 105. Also Hans Wilhelm Hertzberg, Q!! Blicher ~ ,
Richter, Ruth, Vol. IX of Das Alte Testament Deutsch, edited by Volkmar
Herntrich and Artur WeiserTG8i'tiiigenz Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1953),
p. 126.
3!E!g., p. 125. See also Noth,,.!12• ill•, P• 103.
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deuteronomistic insistence on the centralization of the cultus would
appear to belong to a later source which used this story to make its
own theological emphasis. 4 This material so predominates that it appears to be impossible to understand the sense of the original tradition.5
Yet some suggestions may be offered in an attempt to understand the
concern of the amphictyony in this matter.
Concerning the location of the altar, the Massoretic text states

·t
l.

. g elilot
" ..... hayyarden.,
was in
usually understood to mean, "in the region

about the Jordan" (Josh. 22:10-11).

Codex Vaticanus of the Septuagint

reads galgala in place of this; and the Syriac also apparently understood. the Hebrew text to mean Gilgal., a name which comes from the same
.... ""
root as g elilot.

A third possibility suggests itself.

The place name

"Gilead" plays an important part in this story (22:9,13,15,32)., and the
explanatory words concerning the altar speak about its use as a witness
(22:24-28,34).

In Genesis 31:45-54, in the covenant between Jacob and

Laban, a heap of stones was set up as witness to the covenant and was
called galled.

It is possible that this etymology for Gilead also

played .a part in the story in Joshua 22.

So there appear to be three

possibilities for the locale of this altar: in the region about the
Jordan (either east or west), in Gilgal near Jericho., or in Gilead.
Hertzberg suggests that perhaps there were altars on both sides. 6 Since

l+iiertzberg., £E.• _m •., p. 126. Hertzberg thinks the basie story
remained known at Gilgal, perhaps at a feast in which the eastern tribes
crossed over the Jordan to celebrate.
5Noth., EE•

ill•,

6aertzberg.,

g£.

P• 103 • .

m•,

p. 126 • .
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the name of the altar is missing, also in the Septuagint (although the
old Syriac translation reads madhb!lJ! desahdutha),7 and since there are
two traditions concerning the number of tribes that took part, it seems
possible to discern two different stories that have been combined here.
One story would concern Reuben and Gad, "Who bv.ilt an altar west of the
Jordan; the other would concern an altar in Gilead (perhaps the heap of
stones of Genesis 31), to which the names of all three eastern tribes
would be attached.
If it is supposed, then, that the original incident which brought
on the amphictyonic preparations for war revolved around an altar
built by Reuben and Gad west of the Jordan, the original question still
stands: why was this considered treachery against Yahweh? M8hlenbrink
offers a fanciful interpretati on which supposes a rivalry between the
cultic centers of Gilgal and Shiloh.

He thinks Gilgal was the center

of a three tribe amphictyony consisting of Reuben, Gad and Benjamin,
who arrived in the land earlier than the other tribes.
Viir sehen also die Traditionsgrundlage unseree Textes dann richtig,
wenn wir erkannt haben, dass es hier um die RivalitHt zweier
Amphiktyoniezentren in Israel geht • • • • Solte nicht in dieser
merkwl!rdigen Altarbaugeschichte von den Gelilot des Jordan ein
Hinweis auf eiilen kleineren st£mrnebund und seine Eingliederung in
die zw8lfergruppe gegeben sein?S

Kraus rightly remarks that the tradition of twelve stones connected
with Gilgal (Josh. 4) scarcely allows for a three tribe amphictyo?J¥

?Ibid.
\urt, M8hlenbrink, "Die Landnahmesagen des Buches Josua, 11 Zeitschrift
fllr die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 1 LVI (1938), 246-49, 268.
MBhlenbrink thinks this story tries to explain the tie between Reuben,
Gad and Benjamin, which originated in the time when Reuben and Gad were
still west of the Jordan.
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at Gilgal. 9

Instead, the occasion for the action of the amphictyony

should perhaps be sought in the reference to the sin at Peor, to Ybich
the treachery (ma(al) of Reuben and Gad was likened (Josh. 22:16-18):
"Have we not had enough of the sin at Peor from which even yet we have
not cleansed ourselves, and for ~hich there came a plague upon the congregation of Yahweh?"

In their feeling of corporateness the people of

Israel were afraid that the sin of some few would implicate the whole
people; prompt action had to be taken, lest Yahv,eh do what He did at
Peor (Deut. 4:3).

That the treachery of Reuben and Gad was simil.ar

to that at Peor is supported by several other references: Psalm 106:28ff.
says Phineas interposed to stay the plague at Peor, and that is his
position also in Joshua 22.

The prophet Hosea has some things to say

about Peor (Hosea 5:2; 9:10); it is possible that the reference in
Hosea 6:7 concerns the incident in Joshua 22:
But at Adam they transgressed the covenant;
There they dealt faithlessly wlth me.
Kraeling would make this identification, placing Adam at tell ed-d.amieh
just east of the Jordan at the Jabbok.10
It is not completely clear what the "sin of Peor 11 was to which the
treachery of Reuben and Gad was compared.

It apparently consisted of

some cultic rituals connected with Baal worship, including cult prostitution, bowing down to pagan gods., and eating sacrifices to the dead. 11

9Hans-Joachim Kraus., "Gilgal. Ein Beitrag zur Kultusgeschichte
Israels, n ~ Testamentum., I (1951)., 192-9.3.
10aand McNally Bible Atlas, edited by Emil G. Kraaling (New York:
Rand McNally & Company, 19~p. 142.

llcr.

Num. 25:1-2; Ps. 106:28.
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It would seem that the altar built by Reuben and Gad also had some
connection with the oultus of the agrarian society of Canaan.

Such

treachery against the God. of the amphictyony v1ould i.Jmount to a transgression of the covenant with Him, and this would bring Yahweh's anger
against the whole amphictyony.

As in the incident at Peor (Num. 25:4)

and also the case of Achan (Josh. 7:25-26), the other members of the
confederation took steps to turn Yahweh's anger away by removing the
cause of the offense. Habel has called attention to the probability
that there was a covenant renewal following the incident at Peor,
described in the usual covenant terminology in Deuteronomy 4:lfr.12 In
Josuah 22 it seems there was also a kind of covenant renewal: the phrase
koh 1 8.111.eru l8dat yhwh (22:16) could be a variant of the more usual ~

>amar l!!!!h (Josh. 24:2); the confession of Reuben and Gad, .!.!! •81.ohim.

l!!!!h >el ,elohtn :ybwh (22:22), appears to indicate they have chosen to
serve Yahweh as their God (as in 24:21); the ,!.!!! clauses (22:22) and the

use of the altar as "a witness between us that Yahweh is God" (22:34)
likewise suggest a covenant renewal ritual of some sort. l3
The incident evoked by the treachery of Reuben and Gad therefore
serves to underscore the sacral character of the amphictyony, including
also the military sphere.

The wars against outsiders were fought by

12Nonnan c. Habel, "Conflict of Religious Cultures: A study in the
Relevance of Ugaritic Materials for the Early Faith of Israel" (Unpublished Doctor's Thesis, Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, 1962), PP• 35-42.
lJThe usual fonnulations of the suzerainty covenants in the anciant
Near East are gi:ven by G. E. liendenhall, 1!!! !!!!! Covenant ,~ Israel~
the Ancient Near East ('Pittsburg: The Biblical Colloquium, 1955),

passim.

-- ·
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the tribes most directly concerned, and the victories were ascribed
to the amphictyony.

But here a breach of the covenant by several tribes

becomes a matter of the amphictyony, "the whole assembly of the b8n~
yisri>el."
The Wantonness of the Men of Gibeah

A similar incident is reported in Judges 19-21. The background
of the incident is described in Judges 19: a Levite of Ephraim had a
concubine from Bethlehem of Judah; while spending the night in Gibeah
of Bethlehem, his concubine was abused and killed by the men of the
city.

The Levite swnmoned the tribes of the amphictyony by the old

methodl4 of cutting up her body and sending the pieces throughout the
territory of Israel.

This atrocious act by the Benjaminites of Gibeah

was Considered to be

Zimm.a un8bala b8yi~ra1 el J 11abomination and wanton-

ness in Israel" ( 20: 6); and "all t~e ..people of Israel came out, from
Dan to Beersheba, including the land of Gilead" (20:1), to "put th~m to
death and put away evil fran Israel" (20:13).

The Israelite amphictyony

was at war, not to defend itself ~gainst foreign aggression nor to enlarge its t,r:.i:1.·itory, but to purge evil from its midst.
Noth has convincingly shown that nebi.la

b8,i~ra> el, "wantonness in

Israel," was an expression which stemmed from the period of the
amphictyony.

The word "in Israel" shows

14yartiu Noth, ~ ~ "1m: :m8J f 5t@UHP§ J!t&SM;.~(~tuttgart:.
W. Kohl.hammer Verlag, 1930), p. 102. See the discussion in connection

with 1 Sam. 11:7, supra, PP• 62-63.
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dass die j eweils in F·r age stehende nblh die A.mphiktyonie "Israel 11
als solche etwas angeht, dass die Amphiktyonie selbst die Ahndung
dieses Vergehens also in die Hand nehmen muss, dass mithin eine bestimmte Satzung des allgemein verpflichtenden .Amphiktyonenrechtes
verletzt worden ist.15
This same fonnuJ.at,ion is used al most as a technical term in describing
Shechem•s affair with Dinah (Gen. 34:7), in the covenant law code (Deut.
22:21), and in the story of Achan (Josh. 7:15), all of which seem to be

related to amphictyonic times.16 The word itself usually refers to sexual peryersion.

Yet Not.h sees a deeper significance to this formula; the

probability is
dass es sich in diesen FHllen nicht um einen eindeutigen Verstoss
6 eger. 3ine Satzw1g des kodifizierten Amphiktyonenrechtes handelt,

sondern um Verletzungen eines ungeschriebenen GeVlohnheitsrechtes,
eben wn Dinge, die "man nicht tut in Israel, 11 deren Vorfallen aber
doch ein Eingrei!en der Amphiktyonie ala solcher herausforderte,
wohl v,eil sie den Grunda!ltzen der Amphiktyonie und i hrer Ordnungen
widerstritten.17
Deuteronomic theology prescribed the burning of a whole city as "a whole
burnt offering to Yahweh" in cases ,,here the city had committed abomination (Deut. 1J :16); in Judges 20 Gibeah became the whole burnt offering,
and Benjamin received the ban, showing the earnestness with which the
amphictyony purged this evil from its midst. 18
Noth points out that incidents similar to the events in Judges 19-20
occurred also in the Greek arnphictyonies (where the name "amphictyony"
originated).

In the Delphic amphictyony, the best known of the many

15Noth, 12!:!. System~ zwgll' St~e Israels, P• .10.5.
16Ibid., p. 104-5. Noth feels, however, that only in Judg. 20:lff.
does this formulation still stand in its ~ im ~ ·
17!!?!g.,
·
p. 106.
18Hertzberg, .2E• ~ . , P• 253~
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amphictyonies in ancient Greece and Italy, the individual tribal
members had a great deal of freedom.
prevented.

War between the members was not

It v,as the duty of each member of the amphictyony to pro-

tect the central sanctuary from enemies and also from "ein i'revelndes
Mitglied 11 of the amphictyony itself., against which holy war would be
declared.

It was not allowed, in case of war within the amphictyony,

to completely destroy an amphictycnic city or (in war or peace) cut it
off from flowing Vcdter. 19 The latter point helps to explain the concern
of the tribes, after the battle., to see that the tribe of Benjamin did
not cease to exist (Judg. 21) ..

'!'here is also a Greek parallel to the

responsibility which was placed on Benjamin to punish the men of Gibeah:

in 339 B. C. the dwellers of the city of Amphissa of the tribe of Lokrer
wrongfully claimed some temple land.

The tribe of Lokrer., a member of

the amphictyony, was required to punish the city; when they did not., an
amphictyonic war was declared against thew., and they finally were shut
out of the amphictyony. 20

In the light. of this, the n8bala committed

by the men of Gibeah may be understood as a violation of the sacral,

unwritten laws of the Israelite amphictyony.

And since Benjamin refused

to accept the judgment spoken by the "assembly of the people of God"
(20:2,13), the amphictyony was bound to go tc war against Benjamin.
The report indicates that all Israel acted together in this war

against, Benjamin, something mich did not happen in any of the wars
against outsiders until the time of the monarchy. · Perhaps this unified.

l9Noth.,

12!! System ill zw81f stLme Israels, p. 56.

20Ibid., P• 102•.
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action occurred just because of the nature of the incident:
This singular unity, it is to be observed further, is not political, but religious; it is not as a nation or a people that
Israel acts, but as a general assembly of the churchi,the only
officers named are the "elders of the congregation.n.tJ.
Some scholars think that only Mount Ephraim and Benjamin were involved
in this incident, or that "Israel" only designated Ephraim and
Manasseh. 22 However, in view of the corporate feeling in the amphictyony, in which the whole group was responsible for the sin of an
individual or a few, .23 it seems preferable to accept the statement of
the biblical account:

11

Then all the people of Israel came out, from Dan

to Beersheba, including the land of Gileadn (Judg. 20:l).

As Hertzberg

comments:
Das geschehene Verbrechen is nan Israel" begangen worden und muss
deswegen von ganz Israel geahndet werden. Diese Hineinflechtung
des Einzelschicksals in die Gesamtverantwortung steht Hberhaupt
ala II selbstverstl:ndliche
und wichtige Tatsache hinter der ganzen
'JI_
Erzahlung.~
It would appear that all the tribes of the amph.i.ctyony did actually take
part; Jabesh-gilead was the only place from which no one came to the
assembly before Yahweh (21:8).

Yet the numbers given for the troops

2loeorge F. Moore, A_ Critical~ Exegetical Conmentary on Judges,
Vol. VII of The International Critical Commentary, edited by Alfred
Plummer (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1895), PP• 404-5. Moore admits a
historical basis for Judges 20-21 but states, "in the whole description
of the war there is hardly a semblance of reality."
22Eugen THubler, Biblische Studien: Die )poche der Richter
(~bingen: J. c. B. Mohr [ Paul SiebeckJ, 1958 , p. 8:-see also Arvid
Bruno, Gibeon (Leipzig: A. Deichertsche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1923), PP•
lll-13, 122-24.

23c:r.

Josh. 7:lff.; Num. 25:1-5; Josh. 22:16-20.

24ttertzberg, .2e•

ill•,

P• 252.
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on both sides seem very high: fouz,i:hundred thousand men from Israel
and twenty-six thousand men i'rom Benjamin (20:15-17). 2.5 This meant,
according to 20:10, that no less than forty thousand men would scour
the countryside as foragers to find provisions.

In view of this, the

suggestion of Mendenhall concerning the organization of the tribes
into ,ala.pim may perhaps solve some of the difficulty here. 26 In 20:2
it seems that the "four hundred thousand men" are actually identical
with the chiefs (pinnot) of the people, who perhaps formed a type of
council for the amphictyony in this incident.

The actual business of

calling up the troops appears to come up first in 20:9-10, where it
is decided to call up ten per cent of the people to fight against
Benjamin. 27 In the first two routs by Benjamin., the report states that
twenty-two thousand and eighteen thousand, respectively, were killed;
yet in the third rout (v1hich was, to be sure, a ruse) only thirty men
were killed (20:21,2.5,31).

And how would ten thousand men lie unseen

in ambush, rushing in to take Gibeah unawares (20:34)? These considerations might possibly indiQate that Israel's fighting force was
act~ally made up of four hundred units (>&1ap1m)., llhich were ten per
cent mobilized for the battle; some forty of these units were wiped out
in the first two routs; and ten crack l a1apim hid in ambush to take
2.5i.ioore, $2.• E:l•, p. 424, points out th~t in 1870 the Germans
besieged Paris., a city of 1,750,000 people, with only two hundred
forty thousand men.

.2.!

26cz. E. Mendenhall., "The Census Lists of Numbers land 26., 11 Journal
Biblical Literature, LXXVII (1958)., 52-66.

27Mendenhall., ibid., p. 60., gives examples of partial mobilization;
at Sparta there couicibe either one-third, two-thirds, or complete
mobilization.
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Gibeah.

This figure of four hundred units would mow a drop !ran the

five hundred ninety-eight ot' Numbers l or the five hundred ninety-six
ot' Nwnbers 26, although it would be somewhat higher than the three
hundred twenty-nine ,a1ap1'm listed in l Chronicles 12; the drop might
have resulted from a tendency of various units to merge with one another.
'lhe figures listed for Benjamin's troops in Judges
explained in a similar way.

20 might be

Perhaps 20:15 indicates that Benjamin

mustered twenty-six >alap1m with a total of seven hundred men.

The

report in 20:35 seems to say that twenty-five of these units v,ere rwted,
with one hundred men killed; the doublet28 of the story ot' the final
victory (20:36b-48) likewise lists a total of twenty-five >a1a.pim which
fell, besides giving the information that six hundred men escaped

(20:44-47). Thus this picture .of Benjamin's defeat emerges: from a
total of twenty-six >alapun with sev.an hundred men, Israel routed
twenty-five of the units and killed one hundred men; the remaining six
hundred men scattered and. fled.

These figures accord fail'ly well with

the lists in Numbers L.,and 26; there Benjamin had thirty-five 'a1ap!m

with four hundred men (Num. 1:37) or forty-five units with six hundred
men (Num. 26:41).
The sequel to the battle against Benjamin demonstrates again the
corporate feeling in the amphictyony; the sympathy of the tribes for
Benjamin comes from "der gleichen Verantwortung

£8.r

die Gesamtheit des

zw8lfatlbmesbundes wie die strat'handlungen. 1129 The lack of women in

28Judg•;.- 20:30-36a and 20:.36b-48 tell the same story twice; the
second accoW1t resembles the account ot' the ambush at Ai (Josh. 8:1-23).
29Hertzberg, .212.• ~ . , P• 25.3.
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Benjamin (apparently the result of the laying waste described in
Judg. 20:48) threatened the existence of one tribe of the amphictyony,
so the other members took steps to remedy the situation (21:lff.).
This story is complicated and need not be discussed here, except for
the military action against Jabesh-gilead;30 this shows again the
amphictyonic requirement of participation in the sacral assemblies

(22:5,8). Twelve of the bravest ' 8 lap!m were sent to this city, de.stroying it because of its refusal to 11 come up to Yahweh to 1/.izpeh11

(20:5,8) •.
30see Gerhard von Rad, Der Heilige Krieg~ fil!!! I5rael (z-llrich:
Zwingli-Verlag, 1951), p. 26. Noth, Das System~ zw8'lf"'st'Lme
Israels, pp. 163-64, feels Judg. 21 is an attempt to explain the
relationship of Jabesh with Gibeah in the time of Saul.

CHAPTER VII
THE NATURE OF THE ISRAELITE AMPHICTYONY
Political Separatism Among the Tribes
The preceding discussion of the wars of the amphictyony has shown
that usually only a small percentage of the tribes actually participated
in any given battle against outsiders, even though the outcome would be
of concern to the federation as a whole.

There is much evidence present

in the Old Testament which shows that the factors which held the arnphic-

tyony together during this period are not to be sought primarily in
political ties or foreign pressure.
Many forces were operating which tended to keep the tribes separate.
"The nature of the land itself was more apt to separate the inhabitants
from one another."l The Israelites apparently settled .mainly in the
mountainous areas 1 leaving the plains and cities to the Canaanites,
l¥ith their chariots and fortifications (Judg. 1).

This meant there

was a chain of Canaanite cities from Dor to Beth-shan, separating the
Galilean tribes from the tribes of central Palestine; and likewise
there was a belt of cities from Gezer and Ajalon to Jerusalem, separating

luartin Noth, !h! History 2! Israel, translated from the German
by P. R. Ackroyd. (second edition; New York: Harper & Brothers, 1960),
p. 17. F'o r this point of view see also W. F. Al.bright, "The Biblical
Period," !h! ~,~History, Culture,~ Religion1 edited by
Louis Finkelstein (New York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1949),
I 1 19. Also John Bright, ! History 2! Israel (Philadelphia: The
Westminster Press, 1959), P• 155.,

Judah from the central tribes.2 For these reasons, the Israelite
tribes did not develop an organized state :for several centuries; in the
meantime, the various tribes lived exclusive}Jr their

01'?1

lives.

This

was a period that was characterized political}Jr by an "absolute zusammenhanglosigkeit. 113 This is borne out by the evidence that the tribes
fought their own individual viars in order to take possession (m.) of
their territcry.4 Thus Simeon (and Judah) took the city of Zephath
(Hormah), while Judah defeated the Canaanites at Bezek and took Jerusalem
(Judg. 1:4-8,17). The House of Joseph took Luz (1:22-26), and Dan
f'oWld its possession by defeating Laish (Judg. 17-18). 'Ihe Calebites
took Kiriath-arba (Hebron), the K.enites took the Negeb near Arad, and
the Othnielites took Kiriath-sepher (Debir) as their possession (Judg.
l:ll-20).5 As Wright points out, speaking from archaeological

2R. Kittel, ! History of the Hebrews, translated from the German
by Hope W. Hogg and E. B. Speirs(London: Williams and Norgate, 1896),
P• 63. See also Albrecht Alt, "Die Landnahme der Israeliten in
Pallletina, 11 Kleine Schriften ~ Geschichte S!! Volkes Israel (Mllnchen:
C.H. Beck•sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1953), I, 123. Also Albright, .2E.•
,ill., p. 19.
)Martin Noth, Das Sy)tem der zwBl:f St~e Israels (Stuttgart:
W. Kohlhammer Verlag, 1930, p.'t>i. See also R. de Vaux, Les Institutions de L'Ancien Testament (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, i900}, p. 10;
Vi. F. Aibright, From .!d!! Stone Age ~ Christianity: Monotheism!!!!!!:!!!
Historical Proce~second edition; New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc.,
1957.), p. 283; Albrecht Alt, "Die Staatenbildung der Israeliten in
Palclstina," Kleine Schriften zur Geacbichte des Volkes Israel (Mllnchen:
C.H. Beck•sche Verlagsbuchhaiicilung, 1953), II, 3ff.
ltwalter R. Roehrs, "The Conquest of Canaan According to Joshua
and Judges," Concordia Theological Monthly, XXXI (December, 1960), 748,
makes a distinction between lsti and yr'fj in the conquest accoun~.

"
. der Israeliten
SSee Albrecht Alt, "ErwB.gwigen uber
die Landnabme
in Palllstina," Kleine Schriften zur Geschichte des Volkes Israel
II
(Munchen:
c. H. Beck•sche Verlagsbuchhandlung,
1953),
I, 130-31.

considerations:
The period of the Judges was an exceedingly d.iaturbed age. Every
town containing excavated ruins of the time was destroyed at
least once; yet so tar none of the destructions can be correlated
with one another. This suggests that the fighting which went on
was largely local in nature-precisely the picture that the Book
of Judges, including the present form of its first chapter,
presents.o
It appears that the local struggles of the individual tribes were
not a concern of the federation as a whole. The fact that in almost
every tribal possession Canaanite cities remained (Judg. 1:21,27-34)
was not seen as an occasion to call out other tribes to help, with the
lone exception of the war against Sisera; it was left up to the individual tribes either to develop a ~ vivendi with them or absorb them
into the tribe. 7 Even when territory was lost and some of the tribes
were reduced to the point of non-existence, as in the cases of Reuben,
Dan, Simeon and. Levi (and perhaps Manasseh and Asher), 8 the amphictyony
was not called out. Noth sums it up:
It is very characteristic that the struggle for consolidation in
the land which took place with the earlier inpabitants and
neighbouring peoples after the Israelites had occupied the land
was not regarded as a concern affecting Israel as a whole. The
individual tribes had to guard their possessions for th~elves
and, where necessary or desirable, to try to extend their settlement on their own. In certain cases neighbouring tribes mey
occasionally have combined to protect their common interests.
But in this early period we hear nothing at all of Joint undertakings by the whole association of the twelve tribes for the

6a.. Ernest Wright, "The Literary and Historical Problem of Joshua
10 and Judges l, n Journal ~ !f!!! Eastern Studies, V (April, 1946), 113 •
Age

?Noth., The History 2f Israel, pp. 145-47; Albright, Fr~ !1!! stone
279; Bright, 21?.•
P• 121.

i2 Christianity, p.

m•., ·

8Albright, "The Biblical Period," .2.E• ~ . , P• 18.
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protection or expansion of their property and life, and evidently
nothing of the kind in fact occurred.9
It is true that the struggle of the -Israelites with the surrowiding
peoples, especially 11ith the mighty Philistines, did eventually hammer
them into national political unity.10 Yet this kind of political
unity came only ver y late in the period of the amphictyony.

It is not

true to say, as Kaufmann says of the period inmediately following the

Israelite settlement in Canaan:
The Kingdom of Israel is a coropletel_z .a!! creation. It arises
from the will of the tribes for national unification. It appears
as a politico-national unity, in contrast to the political.
separatism of the Canaanites.11
The biblical witness would rather support this statement by Noth:
It does not appear from the tradition that has come down to us
that the twelve-tribe association was a political and .military
institu~ion concerned wi th external affairs except in so far as
a federation of twelve tribes inevitably implied a power complex,
even though the aggressive development of power was not one of
its intrinsic tasks.12
It was not political ties, geographical phenomena, or foreign pressure
which formed the tribes into an amphictyony and kept this federation
going for over two centuries_. Yet the wars discussed. in the preceding
chapters are presented in principle as wars of the amphictyony,13

9tloth,

In!. History g! Israel, P• 163.

lOAlbright, r'rom

1:!!! ~ A g e ~ Christianity, P• 286.

ll!ehezkel Kaufmann, 1h!. Biblical Account g! !:h! Conquest £!
Canaan, translated from the Hebrew manuscript by M. Dagut (Jerusalem:
At the Magnes Press, 1953), p. 90.
12Noth, !!!! Historz g£. Israel, p. 105.
bUdung," S?.• ill•, P• 7.
.

Also Alt,

11

Die staaten-

1.3oerhard von Rad, !2!!: Heilige Krieg _3:!!! ~ Israel (zllrich:
Zwingli-Verlag, 1951), P• 26.
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presupposing a group of tribes with a deep feeling of unity.

To under-

stand this feeling of unity in spite of political separatism one 11D1st
turn to the sacral side of the federation.
Sacral Unity in the Amphictyony
It has been recognized by many scholars that the Israelite tribal

league was a federation of distinct tribes, grouped around a central
sanctuary and a canmon faith.14 Greek history of a slightly later
period provides many examples of such bands; the individual states or
cities which were members of the band were called amphiktyones, and.
the federation was called an amphiktyonia.

The word itself' is first

found in 380 B. C. in an inscription; however, some of these amphictyonies probably reached back at least to the eighth century B. c.15
Among these Greek amphictyonies were those of Argos, ()lchestos, Kalauria
and Corinth; two better known amphictyonies were the Delphic league
and the Pylaean-Delphic federation.

The latter possessed two central

sanctuaries, the temple of Demeter on the Pyle and the Delphic sanctuar.r
of Apollos; most of the other leagues had only one central sanctuary.
An outstanding characteristic of these amphictyonies was the strictly
observed number of twelve tribes (ethne) which constituted the

14Albright, nThe Biblical Period," ~· ill_., P• 18. See also
2£, Israel (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins Press, 1946 , pp. 102-3.
YI. F. Albright, Archaeol°f, and Y!!_ Religion

lSibid. See especial.l.y the detailed treatment of the Greek
amphictyonies in Cauer, IIAmphiktyonia, n Paulys Realencyclop~die ~
Classischen Altertumswissenschaft 1 edited by Georg Wissowa (neue
Bearbeitung; Stuttgart: J. c. Metzlersche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1894),

I, part 2 1 1904-35.
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amphictyony. 16 There were also old Italian amphictyonies; Levius
speaks or a band or duodecim populi or the Etruscians with a sanctuary
of the goddess Voltumna in the area of the city Volsinii. Every year
they assembled at a cultic festival with a covenant leader (sacerdos).17
Among Israel's neighbors in the Near East there appear to have been
similar bands of tribes: the tv1elve Aramaean tribes (Gen. 22:20-24),
twelve Ishmaelite tribes (Gen. 25:13-16), and twelve Edomite tribes
(Gen. 36:10-14).

There were also six tribe groups among Israel's

neighbors (corresponding to ·Israel's "Leah" tribes): the six sons of
Keturah possibly designate si.x Arabic tribes (Gen. 25:2), and there
were apparently six Horite tribes of Mount Seir (Gen. 36:20-28).18

Bright suggests that the constant numbers of twelve and six were probably dictated by the requirement of a monthly or bimonthly turn at the
maintenance of the central shrine. 1 9
The Israelite tribal league was similar to the other a~phictyonies
of this general era; the difference lay "not in its external form but
in the nature of the God under whose aegis it was formed ••• •"20

" 16Ibid., cols. 1905ft. See also Noth, ,!!!! System der zw8lf
Stamme Israels, pp. 47-58, who shows that the Greeks occasionally
personified the tribes in the eponymen.
l7Ibid., PP• 51-52.
l8Ibid., pp. 43-44; the Aramaean and Edomite tribes appear with
inner arrangement, like the Israelites, resulting from different wives.
l9Bright, ~· ill•, p. 144.
20Ibid. G. E. Mendenhall, Law ~ Covenant !!! Israel and ~
Ancient ~ ~ (Pittsburg: The Biblical Colloquium, 1955),P•. 37,
feels Israel's federation was similar to pre'{ious ones in Palestine and
Syria; it lasted because of the suzerainty treaty with Yahweh.
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Like the Greek and Italian federations, the Israelite amphictyony had
a central sanctuary and a common oultus. As Alt states,
Wir au! jeden Fall f~r die Zeit naoh der Landnahme der Israeliten
in PalHstina die wirksame E.xistenz ihres Zusammenschlusses um
Jahwe in die historisohe Rechnung einzusetzen haben, und zwar
zunHchst und vor allem in der Form der Teilnahme aller zwBl.f
StHmme an dem Kultus eines gemeinsame Jahweheiligtums, also eines
sakralen Bundes nach der Art jener Amphiktionien. • • • .U:an wird
die Bedeutung dieses Jahwebundes mit seinen regel.mllssig ld.ederkehrenden Begeh~en !Hr die Erweckung und Erhaltung des zusammenglh8rigkeitsgefl'Ihls der israelitischen stllmme kaum dberschBtzen
konnen und behaupten dHrfen, dass in ihm das israelitische
Nationalbewusstsein seine eigentliche Wurzel hat.21
Although there was religious freedom in t~e amphiotyony in that there
could be local holy places for the worship of Yahweh,22 still. there

"W8.S

one central sanctuary as the focal point of Israel's corporate worship
life,

The Old Testament tradition generally places the amphictyonic

central sanctuary at Shiloh, but there are indications that it moved
around to a nwnber of holy places (2 Sam. 7:6-7).

Some of these places

were probably Gilgal (Josh. 3-4; l Sam. 11:15; l5:12ff.), Shechem (Josh.

24), and Bethel (Judg. 20:26f.). 23 The traditions best preserved in
the Old Testament concern the central shrine at Shiloh, where it even
possessed a hekal, a temple (l Sam. 3:3; Jer. 7:14; 26:9). Here the
tribes gathered and set up the tent of meeting (Josh. 18:l; Judg. 21:12);
here Eli and Samuel ministered as the people of Israel made annual

21Alt, "Die Staatenbildung, 11 £E• ill•, P• 8.
~oth, 12!! System S!!: zw8U St&nme Israels, p. 113.

~- ill•,

P•

also Bright,

147 •

23Albrecht Alt, "Die Wallfahrt von Sichem nach Bethel," Kleine
Schriften zur Geschichte des Volkes Israel (M-llnchen: C.H. Beck•sche
Verl.agsbuchhandlung, 1953hJ , 85. See also Bright, .2E• ill•, P• 146;
and Noth, !h!, History of Israel, PP• 91-95.
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Pilgrimages to worship Yahweh (l Sam. l); and it &s here that the
8111J)hictyony tell before the Philistines.24
It appears that the ark of the covenant was the essential feature

ot the central sanctuary. This was ·originally conceived of as the
empty throne of the invisible God-King (Nwa. 10:35f.; Jer. 3:16!.); it
'Was probably originally a travelling shrine, a heritage of Israel's
primitive desert faith.25

It must have been connected with the shrine

at Shiloh, at least, for it was taken from there to .help Israel in the
battle against the Philistines (l Sam. 4).
Much stress has been laid on the events described in Joshua 24 as
the founding of the Israelite amphictyony.

Noth in particular has

argued that the "Leah" tribes were in Canaan early, and that the Yahwehfaith was brought in later by the House of Joseph; these two groups 26

were united into the twelve tribe amphictyony by the covenant at Shechem.
In support of this Noth points to the joining of the Pylaean and Delphic
amphictyonies in Greece, where the Pylaeans took over the cult and temple
administration of Apollos of Delphi.27 It certainly is probable, since
excavations have shown no destruction of the city of Shechem during this
period, that gapiru __of t .he same stock as Israel's ancestors were settled

~right, .21?.•

ill•,

p. 146.

Noth, !h!, History g! Israel, P• 95.

25~., p. 91; also Noth, ~ System,!!!!: zwlil.f Stinme Israels,
p. 95.
~.
26see especially ibid., pp. 37-38, 70, and 90.
2'7Ibid., pp. 88-89. This also involved a doubling of the members
from tweive to twenty-four; the difference would be that the Pylaeans
kept the Demeter cult also, while at Shechem the old gods were put

away.
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there; these, together with the Canaanite population, could have been
absorbed int.o the Israelite amphictyony in the events described in Joshua

24. However, there is evidence from the Old Testament that there were a
number of covenant renewals during the period of the amphictyony, esp~
cially at Beth Peor,28 at Mount Ebal (Josh. 8:30-3S), with the Gadites
and Reubenites (Josh. 22),29 in addition to the one described in Joshua

24. Noth•s statement that Joshua 24 "refers to a regular observance
•hich took place before the sacred stone in the oak shrine at Shechemn30
perhaps correctly reflects the situation during the period of the amphictyony; no doubt there were

many

covenant renewal ceremonies, especially

at times of crisis.31 This means, hatlever, that the origins of the
Israelite amphictyony must be pushed back into the period preceding the
settlement in Canaan.

Bright's conclusion on this matter appears to

agree with the biblical tradition:
We are driven, therefore, to assume that the origins of the amphictyonic system, like those of Yahwism itself, reach back to Sinai.
The anphictyony was a sacral league formed in covenant with Yahweh,
perfectly expressive of primitive Yahwistic !aith• .If Yahwism
originated in the desert (as it certainly did), we must conclude
that the covenant society did also, for Yahwism and the covenant
are coterminous! • • • To be sure, the communi~ .formed at Sinai
was not the Israelite amphictyony in normative form, but a confederation of smaller family units, T/! e I1.lliy suppose, however, that
as this nucleus wandered, split and proliferated in the manner
described in the preceding chapter, it gained considerable accessions of converts till it grew into a !ormidable union of clans.

~See supra, p. 74.

29supra, P• 74.
JONoth, Ih! History !!i. Israel, p. 92, feels that Deut. ll:29ft.;
27:l-26; and Josh. 8:30-JS all refer to this.
31Perhaps the Song or Deborah arose from such a background; see
supra, pp. 25ff.
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When this group then thrust its way into Palestine and established
itself there, elements already sedentary were drawn into its structure, and the amphictyony normatively constituted in the covenant
at Shechem.32
Noth points out that the Israelite amphictyony differed from other
&mphictyonies in not being particularly concerned with the obligations
of the individual members toward the central sanctuary, or with their
relations with one another_or foreign powers.

Rather the Israelite am-

phictyony was concerned primarily with Israel's relationship to its God,
and the sacral league 11 was intended to safeguard the inviolability of
this relationship in every respect."

And the cultus Vias not a simple

process of gathering around the shrine wlth

a.

cOJDmon ritual; rather the

great traditions of Yahweh's mighty acts were preserved in their common

tribal cultic tradition.33 Thus it was Israel's relationship to Yahweh,
not the tribal political ties or the common danger from foreign foes,
Which gave the Israelite confederacy its feeling of unity.

In the cove-

nant, each clan became a vassal of Yah;veh, and at the same time they were
bound to each other in a sacral truce.

NQ clan was sovereign, and at the sam.e·time, the terms of the covenant left each clan free to regulate its internal. affairs so long
as the religious covenant obligations were protected.34
The "primitive Pansakralltlltn35 of early Israel's life made no sharp

32Bright, £2•

ill•, pp. 145-46.

33Noth, The History 2f Israel, p. 110.
34Mendenhall, .2.E.• cit., p. 38; other suzrainty covenants show that
the tribes could not haveoutside political ties' for in rejecting .foreign
relations with other gods, they also had to reject oth.er political groups
with their gods.
JS.Martin Buber's phrase, quoted in von Rad, ~·

E!!:..•.,

P• 29.
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distinction, it is true, between the purely sacral side of the amphictyony and the secular concerns.

Thus some of the wars of the amphictyony

can be described as "holy wars," in which Yahweh was seen as a warriorGod, fighting i'or His people in battle. Yet this military unity in certain cases must be seen ao a result of, not a constitutive factor in,
the Israelite amphictyony.
The Twelve-Tribe System
Martin Noth in his bas i c study on the subject36 has shown that the
list of Israelite tribes in Genesis 49, Numbers land Numbers 26:5-15 are
the most important witnesses for the Israelite twelve-tribe system, which
was seen as the proper organization of the amphictyony.

'!'he basic ques-

tion for the purposes of this paper concerns the extent to which the
twelve-tribe system accurately re.t1ects the make-up o.t' the amphictyony
at any given time.

There appear to be three strong traditions concerning

the make-up of early Israel: a six-tribe group, composed of the "Leah"
tribes; a t'Welve-tribe system including Levi; and a twelve-tribe system
excluding Levi.37
The tribal lists of the Old Testament are Yer'J consistent in the
tribes placed in the first six spots; they are always the sons of Leah
(Gen. 29:3lff.), except when Levi drops out to be replaced by Gad

(Num. 26). Since the Leah tribes played virtually no part as a group
1n the Old Testament tradit;on, they must be viewed as an older band of

tribes which had ceased to function as a separate unit by the time of the

36tioth, ~ System der zw8lf StlLrune Israels, PP• 23ff.
37Ibid. '

9.3
amphictyony.
If one remembers, finally, that outside Israel six-tribe associations can be proved to have existed alongside numerous twelvetribe associations, one must conclude that the 11Leah tribes, n
Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Zebulun and Issachar., had once formed
a six-tribe association at a time when the first named of these
tribes were still in full possession of their original position and
Joseph and Benjamin had not yet completed their occupation, and that
this six-tribe association was the fore-runner and basis of the later twelve-tribe association.JS
This would explain why Reuben, Simeon and Levi were still included as

tribes in the amphictyony, while in actuality they had become scattered.
and absorbed into the other tribes.

Thus it would be true that, in any

given war, one should not expect all traditional t welve tribes to be
active.
The t welve-tribe system v,hich includes Levi (Gen. 49) is apparently
older than the system which excludes this tribe:
Die Entstehung jener ersten, Levi einschliessenden Form des Systems
setzt die Existenz des Stanmes Levi noch voraus, und es ist welter
daran zu den.ken, dass diese einmal geschaffene Form sich noch welter
in ihrer Geltung behaupten konnte, auch ohne den tatsichlichen
Verhllltnissen in bezug auf Levi r.och zu entsprechen, bis m.an schliesslich doch einmal sich dazu entschloss, Levi im System auszulassen
und diesem so eine neue Form zu geben.39
The twelve-tribe system which excludes Levi (especially Num. 26) shows
both the unalterability 01' the six-tribe number and also of the twelvetribe number: Gad is brought in to replace Levi in the "Leah" group,
while Joseph is split into Manasseh and Ephraim to retain the number
twelve;

Thus the t welve-tribe system, while basically historical, does

not represent the actual make-up of the am.phictyony at any given time,

38Noth, :!'!!! History

.2f Israel, p. 89 •

II
II
.39Noth,~ System~ zwolf
Stamme
Israels, P• JJ •
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nor does it take into consideration any of the other clans ~hich might
have had a claim for full membership in tho amphictyony.40

40such clans as the Calebites, the Kcnites, e.nd the Kenizzitea

(Judg. l); supra, p. 41.

CHAPTER VIII
THE AMPHICTYONY AT \riAR

The Military Organization
The tribes of the Israelite amphictyonywere free to control their
own affairs:
Das EigentHml.iche der Stllmme-Epoche • • • besteht in der Autarkie
des Stamm.es und der aristokratish nberhr,hten Gleichheit seiner
rechtlich und wirtschaf'tlich vollfreien Angeh~rigen.l

Yet it seems inconceivable that the tribes could have maintained their
existence for over two centuries without the emergence of some kind of
"customary military organization" so that troops could be called up in
an emergency.

This does not mean there had to be a centralized command;

Mendenhall compares the system described in the Iliad, where each leader
commanded the troops of his own tribe or clan. 2 It seems probable that,
in the Israelite amphictyony, the various tribes did have a simple type
of military organization, which could be put into operation either in
defense of that particular tribe or in defense of the whole amphictyony.

In specific emergencies a charismatic leader woul, sometimes arise
to lead his tribe or a group of tribes in battle.
nature, was the exception rather than the rule.

This, by its very

It appears that the

leader of a tribe was normally the ni'lJ , and he likewise seems to have

lEn; en Tllubler, Biblische Studien: Die Eroche der Richter
''
-0
(Tubingen:
J. c. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck],- 1958 , P• l.

2<.i. E. Mendenhall., IIThe Census Lists of Numbers 1 and 26," Journal
.2! Biblical Literature, LXXVII (1958), 54-55.
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been the military leader of the tribe's forces.

There was a nad!J for

each of the twelve tribes (Num. 2:lff.; lJ:2-15; 34:17-28; Josh. 22:14,
30,32).

These neJt, 1m formed a cwncil or college for the amphictyony

(Num. 1:44; 4:34).

And they were connected with the lists of fighting

men of each tribe (Num. l:2ff.).3

It is probable that the troops of the

tribe rallied around this leader, rather than around a centralized amphictyonic commander.

The Near East offers other analogies: the Mari

letters show that a certain Iasmah-Addu was instructed to levy armies
from four tribes (subsections of the Banu-Iamina).
each individual sagagu to obtain his men.

He left it up to

The same situation prevailed

in the Abbaeid period of Islamic history; in the time of need the chiefs

roused their tribes for war, ar.d "it was about its own ra•is that each
tribe rallied., marched and fought. n4
The basic unit within the tribe appears to have been the

11

clan,"

mispa~ and this was perhaps further subdivided (Josh. 7:16-18).

The

military organization of the tribe corresponded to its structure; the
fighting men of a

milP!Q.!

formed a unit called an 'elep, "a thwsand,"

That the )elep was identical with the mispati! is seen fran l Samuel
10:19 and 21.

Gideon's >elep was a subdivision of the tribe of Manasseh

(Judg. 6:15), Saul sought David from among the lalpe yShuda (1 Sam. 23:23),

3uartin Noth, The History of Israel, translated from the German
by P. R. Ackroyd (second edition; New York: Harper & Brothers, 1960),
P• 98 derives nis1J fran ns> gol, meaning "speaker." It is interesting
that ~lso the Ishmaelite twelve-tribe system had tYlelve n 8 s!>?m. See
also Martin Noth Das System der zw8lf Stb.me Israels (Stuttgart: w.
Kohlhammer Verla~,1930), pp. 151-62J and Mendenhall, .212.• ~ . , P• 54.
4rbid., pp. 56., 59.
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and Micah placed Bethlehem among the >alpe z•huda {Micah 5:2).5 In
Numbers 31:Jff. an lelep from each tribe was sent to the battle against
Midian; here melot, "hundreds," also appear as subdiVisions of the
,alap!m {as in 1 Sam. 22:7; 2 Sam. 18:1,4; and perhaps Judg. 7:16).
One further subdivision sometimes appears: the ,ti8iidA~Ln. nfiftyn {l Sam.

8:12). 6 From other analogies it seems probable that these units were
based more on territoriality than kinship:
It is certain that th6 usual .Aufhebungsbezirke in the Late Bronze
Age were not kinship groups, but rather villages; in other words,
lineage had largely given way to territoriality so far as military
and administrative functions were concerned. Needless to say, the
two would largely have coincided in ancient Israel; nevertheless,
there can be little doubt that it was the territory {the village),
not kinship which was the dominant factor in the !W1ctioning of
the Federation system; on a higher level it 1'48.S the 11triben which
must be regarded as an administrative 'l!llit rather than a lineage.7

It seems highly probable that there were not actually one thousand
fighting men in each lelep of the tribes; the literal interpretation
of this term makes some of the figures given for the Israelite troops
far out of proportion. 8 One l'IOuld expect the Israelite 1.mits to

5Ibid., p. 60. See also Noth, The History ~ Israel11 pp. lOf:rS;
and Gerhard von Rad,~ Heilige Krieg 4m ~ Israel (Zurich: Zwir'.gliVerlag, 1951), p. 26.

6von Rad, ibid., P• 27, explains h&muish of passages like Josh.
1:14 as "geflliirzigt, 11 ordered for battle. R. de Vaux, 1!!. Institutions
£!! L'Ancien Testament {Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 196o), II, 14, does
not think the expression means fifty men but rather the design for war
in five corps. He compares the Arabic 9aroi s,, 11five, 11 and thinks the
army was composed of a front-guard, a corps, two wings, and a rear
guard.
7uendenhall, ~· .ill_., pp. 57, 63. He notes that both in England
and Delaware the term "Hundred" survives as a designation of a subsection of the cowitry. Likewise, Alalkh and Ras Shamra census liats
show the clusters of dwellings formed the basia for their organization.
8Supra, pp. 50-51,

64, 79-~.
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correspond somewhat with similar units in the Near East, on which the
Mari letters cast some light.

Among troops stationed at Suprum were

four different groups (gayum} with nine men each; the garrison of Mari
had two · hundred twenty-two men from nine ~ ·

The Alalakh lists

ranged from six to one hundred sixty-five per village; Terqa, a district
capital, had four hundred men for corvee -.>rk on a canal and two hundred available for military service.

r'ive hwidred men were sent by

Mari to Qatna; and Hammurabi of Babylon requested one hundred to two
hundred men from Zurra., Six hundred men were to be levied from four
tribes of the Banu-Iamina, one hundred fifty from each tribe.

In

larger groups, the armies of Mari totaled four thousand troops, ShamsiAdad of Assyria raised ten thousand, and the kingdom of Eshnunna had
six thousand. 9

There is evidence in the Old Testament that the number of f ighting
men belonging to an average tribe should be figured in the hundreds rather than in the thousands (Judg. 18:111 16; 7:16; l Sam. 13:15; 14:2).
With this as a starting-point, Mendenhall argues that the census lists

in Numbers land 26 are lists of the tribal figh~ing men:
It is here submitted that the census lists -of Numbers l and 26
are an authentic list fran the period of the Federation which
reflects this sort of military organization and mobilization,
probably coming from specific occasions when the federation army
had to be mobilized to meet a common peru.10
Qt.her scholars concur in dating these lists from the period of the

9)(endenhall, .212•· cit., pp. 50-6o, 64. The Mari, Assyrian and
Eshnunna armies totaledtwenty 't ho~sand, which compares well with
David's twenty-two thousand ·( 2 'SQn. 8:5} •
lOibid., p. 6o.
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amphictyony.

11

Such lists, common elsewhere in the ancient Near East,

would be for the purpose of registering men in the individual tribes
who were subject to military duty.12 Mendenhall feels that, in the
lists in Numbers 1 and 26 (and also l Chron. 12), each tribe is listed
with its number of units ( >a1apfm) and its total number of fighting
men.

On that basis, the following picture would emerge:13

TABLE I
CENSUS LISTS OF THE TRIBF.S
Numbers
units

Reuben
Simeon
Gad
Judah
Issachar
Zebulun
Ephraim
Manasseh
Benjamin
Dan
Asher
Naphtali

46
59
45
74
54
57

40

J:

Numbers~

men

units
43

300
650
600

22

200

40
76

400
400

60

500
200
400

32
52
45

500
500
300
500
500
700

500

64

men

730

32
35
62

700

41

500

53

400
400

...2l

..M1Q

.M.

..1t.QQ.

598

5550

596

57'30

64

600

The only two big differences in the two lists are the substantial drop

in Simeon• s units and the jump in .Manasseh• s units and men, assuming
that Nwnbers 26 reflects the state of the amphictyony at a later time

~oth, Q!!_ Syatem !!!£ zw8lt Stlkme Israels, PP• 30, 126ft.
also von Rad, ge.
P• 2 ~

m•,

See

l.2vendenhall, $2.• ~ . , PP• 53-55 •
l31bid., p. 62; the table is substantially the same as that given

by Mendenhall, who also adds the list in 1 Chron. 12.
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than does Numbers 1.14 It may be possible that these lists indicate
at least in general the relative size of Israel's troops during the
period of the amphictyony.

The numbers given for the various battles

should therefore be seen in the light of these lists .15
The Holy Viar
The idea of a "holy war" is widespread in the history of religions.
The Greek Delphic amphictyony ccnducted hieroi polemoi against a member
who violated the sacred sanctuary of Apollos.

The war of the Islam

adherents was called a gihad; it was the duty of every Moslem to spread
the faith through the use of arms .16 Scholars have applied the term
"holy warn to the wars fought by the Israelite amphictyany in an attempt
to show the sacral connotations of these wars.17
It i s not eaay to deffue precisely just '¥bat ccnstituted a holy
war for the Israelite tribal league.

It appears quite certain that

these wars were not "faith-wars" after the analogy of the Islamic

gihad..

"Israel ne combat pas pour sa foi, il combat pour son existence. nl8
In none of the wars of the Israelites do they fight explicitly against

~endenhall, iill•, p. 63, explains the smaller number for
Manasseh in Num. 1 by referring this list to the time be.fore the
incorporation of Zelophehad•s daughters.
15supra, PP•

50-51, 64, 79-80.

16De Vaux, .2£•

.E!•,

P• 73.

17For the most thorough discussion of the Israelite holy war see
von Rad, .2P.• ill•, passim.

18oe Vaux, .21?.• £.!l•, p. 7J.
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the gods of the enemy, nor do they fight to protect or spread the
Yahweh-faith:
In den heiligen Kriegen stand nicht Israel zum Schutz des Jahweglauben auf, sondern Janwe trat zum Schutz Israels au1' den Plan,
denn seinem Schutz waren die Gleider der Amphiktyonie unterstellt,
Israel war Jahwes Eigentwn.19

Since this was the case, there was no incentive for aggressive wars
except !or the procuring of new territory,

For that reason, it appears

that all the wars of the au1phictyony after the conquest were defensive
wars, fought to keep foreign aggression from destroying the sacral
league.20
The biblical tradition offers certain recurring factors in connection with the wars of the Israelites which might be seen as characteristics of the holy war,

On certain occasions, there was blowing on

trumpets, sending of cut-up flesh to the tribes, and sacral ordinances
in the camp.

The assembled army was called •am~, and the men were

to arm themselves before Yahweh. Yahweh ,,as asked about the battle; it
was His war, and He went before His troops, perh~ps symbolized by the
ark (Num. 10:33-36).

Israel was to believe, not fear; there was a

battle cry (t eru ta); and the enemies were terrified. The Israelites
helped Yahweh in the war; the victory cry was;

11

Yahweh has given the

en~ into your hand.·" The ban O;erem) played a part at times; and
at the conclusion of the war the ranks were broken and nery man returned

ill•, p. 32.
20Ibid., p. 26; de Vaux, .2£•

l9von Rad, £E•

ill•, PP• 57, 78; John Bright, !
History of Israel (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1959), PP•
159-60. -
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t9. the tents.21 However, these factors form no consistent unity; it

is impossible to say which of them were necessary for the war to be considered a holy war.
Wir handeln also hier von einer l<:ultischen Institution, die in ihrer eigentlichen W1d intendierten Form geschichtlich nie vollkommen

in Erscheinen getreten 1st • • • • eine sacrale Institution wie
diese hat ja ihre Existence .wahrlich nicht nur in ihrer Husseren
realen Auswirkung. Sie war als solche doch da. Denn vde partiell
die Unternehmungen auch gewesen sein m8gen, so war in ihn.en ideell
das Urbild des heiligen Krieges doch jedes Mal m.itenthalten.22
It appears, therefore, that there v.ere no definite regulations concerning
a holy v,ar in the Israelite amphictyony.
wars

were not considered to be sacral,

This is not to say that its
Every war of the amphictyony

was

by definition a holy war;
precisement a cause de cette relation essentielle entre le peuple
et son Dieu, toutes lee institutions d 1 Israel ont revetu Wl
caractere sacral, la guerre comme la royaute et comme la legislation.23
Perhaps war was looked on as sanethi.ng especially sacral because of its
critical nature; "Krieg und Kultus waren die Gebiete, in denen man sich
der Gottheit besonders nahe ffuute.1124 Yet this does not mean that the
holy war of early Israel actually provided the origin for Israel's faith
in Yahweh, as von Rad seems to contend:

1st so gut wie sicher, dase der Glaubensgedanke, d. h. jenes
getroste Vertrauen in das Handeln Jahwes seinen eigentlichen Ursprung
im. heiligen Krieg hatte, und d.ass er von daher seine eigentllmlich
dynamische Prigung erhielt. 25

Es

21The elements of the holy war are listed in full by von Rad, 2£•
~ . , pp. 6-14; also de Vaux, EE•~., PP• 74-77.
22von Rad, E.12•
p. 29.

m•,

23De Vaux, .2E•

£i:!:., p. 79.

24Richard Presa, "Das Ordal iJii alt~n Israel. II," Zeitschrift fllr
LI (1933), 231.

!!!! alttestamentliche Wissenschaft,
25von Rad, EE· ill•, P• 31.
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The fact that war was considered sacral to Israel likewise does not
mean that the war-camp was Israel's cradle, as Wellhausen stated:
Das Kriegslager, die Wiege der Nation, war auch das H1teste
Heiligtum. Da war Israel, und da war Jahwe.2b
If this were true, it would be difficult to explain the apparent lack of
interest many of the tribes had in the wars of the amphictyony.

If it

was their participation in a holy war under Yahweh's leading that was
to bind the tribes together into a sacral confederation, that confederation never would have existed.

Rather, the binding element in the

Israelite amphictyony was first of all the common faith in Yahweh and
the participation in a common cultus at a central sanctuary.

The results

of the sacral covenant with Yahweh permeated the whole life of the amphictyony, making also the wars of the amphictyony sacral undertakings.
The most consistent element in the accounts of the holy wars of the
Israelite amphictyony is the ascription of the leading role to Yahweh.
In each battle the outcome depended on Yahweh's will for His people.

In

the common faith of the amphictyony it was recognized that defeat by
foreigners and servitude to them was a result of sin and rebellion against
Yahweh by the amphictyony.

To punish His people and cause them to repent

Yahweh would sell them into the hands of the enemy (Judg. 3:7-8,12;
4:1-2; 6:1; 10:6ff.). But the people of Israel also recognized that
when they repented and cried to Yahweh for help, He would take steps to
bring them victory over the ene!IG"•

He would raise up a deliverer (Judg.

3:9,15,31; 4:6; 6:14; 11:29; 1 Sam. 11:6), on whom His spirit would came.
Under the guidance of this charismatic leader the victory would be won

26Ibid., P• 14.
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tor the amphictyony.

The people of Israel, in their common faith, be-

lieved that the God of the amphictyony was also active in the battles
themselves.

He was the one who gave the oppressor into the hands of

Israel (Judg. 3:101 28; 4:7; 8:3; 11:32).

He went out before them in the

battle (Judg. 4:14), the enemy was His enemy (5:31), and Israel's task
was to come "to the help of Yahweh against the mighty" (5:23).

Thus

Israel's covenant with Yahweh meant for them that Yahweh took an active,
leading part in their history, especially in their battles with enemies.
Since Yahweh fought with them, the \~ars were indeed "holy wars."
There seems to have been no great distinction between the sacral
character of a v1ar fought by one or two tribes and a war fought by a
larger nwnber of tribes in the name of the amphictyony; Judah's conquest
of its territory is presented in a sacral framework (Judg. 1:1,2,4).

It

seems justifiable, however, to make a distinction between the liars fought
against outsiders and those within the amphictyony.

The wars fought

against outsiders would be sacral because they were undertakings of the
people of Yahweh; the wars against members of the amphictyony (Josh. 22;
Judg.

19-20) were sacral because t.bey were fought to purge the amphictyony

from a sin against Yahweh.

Full tribal participation need. not be expec-

ted in the former; it would, however, be expected in the latter.

CHAPTER IX
CONCWSIOO
The purpose ot this study has been to detennine the place which
unified military undertakings had in the Israelite amphictyony.

The

stu:ly of the individua.l wars has shown that tribal participation in the

actual wars was usually quite limited.

The war against Cushan-rishathaim

was probably more than just a local struggle between clans; yet the absence of a tradition concezning other tribes that participated seems to
indicate that othniel repulsed the invader with his own people of Debir
and perhaps the southern clans which later emerged as Judah.

The battle

led by Ehud against the Moabites shows that the land of Reuben and Gad
was and remained under full control of the Moabites; they were driven
out of the land west of the Jordan by men from Benjamin and Ephraim.
The battle in ,~hich Shamgar delivered Israel was apparently not a war
of the Israelite arophictyony.

The war led by Jephthah against the

Ammonites was basically a f eud between the people of Gilead and the
Ammonites.

Jephthah, with his own band of raiders plus recruits from

Gilead and Manasseh, drove the Auunonites away and destroyed some of
their cities.

Although Judah, Benjamin and Ephraim had also suffered

at the hands .of Ammon, there is no in~cation that these tribes helped

in the battle; Ephraim definitely refused to help.
In the war against the Canaanites, the actual battle appears to

have been fought by two tribes, Naphtali and Zebulwi.

That this victory

was ascribed to the amphictyony as a whole is seen from what seems to
be a cultic gathering to celebrate the victory.

At this festival there
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were representatives from six tribes of the amphictyony: Ephraim,
Benjamin, Machir (Manasseh), Zebulun, !ssachar, and Na1,>htali.

Four

tril>es belonging to the amphictyony were taunted for staying away:
Gilead (Gad), Dan, Asher, and Reuben.
In the war against the Midianites, it seems probable that the
Midianites were first routed by Gideon with his own tribe of Manasseh.
Four other tribes, Naphtali, Asher, Ephraim and Zebulun, joined in the
victorious pursuit of the 1adianites and kept some of them from escaping.

However, the long-range pursuit of the llidianites who fled to

Arabia was left up to Gideon and his men from Manasseh.
The wars of the transitional period, as the amphictyony was giving
way to the l<ingdom, are simply described as wars of "all Israel." The
seriousnes s of the threat from the Philistines, the bringing of the ark
into battle, and Saul's swnmoning of the tribes by a sacral sign seem
to indicate that the tribal participation in these battles was more complete than previously.

Men from Ephraim, Benjamin and Judah are express-

ly ment ioued in the accounts. Still, the scattered information that
Saul had only had six hundred men for one battle, that there were Hebrews
with the Philistines, that some of the men of Israel had hidden themselves
in the hills of' Ephraim, and that Saul was cut off from the Galilean and

eastern tribes in his last battle would demonstrate that even in the
period of the early monarchy all the tribes did not participate in the
wars.
The wars vlithin the amphictyony were expressly fought to purge
Israel from sin.

Apparently all ten remaining tribes sent representa-

tives to the assembly that was preparing war on Reuben and Gad, even
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though this "treachery" was purged by a covenant renewal rather than a
war.

The war that was fought to purge the eVil caused by the wanton-

ness of the men of Gibeah likewise appears to have called forth full
tribal participation: perhaps ten per cent of the fighting men of each
tribe were summoned for the battle against Benjamin.

The city of Jabesh-

gilead was the only locality which did not send representatives to the
assembly, and it was severely punished.

Thus it appears that these wars,

fought for sacral reasons, were different from the wars fought against
foreign aggressors; all the tribes were bound to participate.
In all of the wars of the amphictyony, a leading role is ascribed
to Yahweh.

He is the one who brings on the foreign aggression as a

chastisement for lsrael, and He is the one ,m.o delivers the enemy into
the hand of the Israelites.

It appears that, since the victories oc-

curred under the guidance of the God of the aJ~)hictyony, the accounts of
the various viars are very consistent in ascribing the victories achieved
to the amphictyony as a whole.

This serves to illustrate the corporate

feeling in the amphictyony: a battle fought by several members becomes
a concern of all the members.

This is underscored especially by the inter-

amphictyonic wars: the sin of one member is the responsibility of ru.l,
and action must be taken by all.

The difference between the tv-10 types

of wars lies not in the corporate character demonstrated, but rather in
the purpose of the undertaking.

The wars against aggressors were under-

taken to preserve property and land; the wars against meni>ers of the amphictyony were for the purpose of purging evil from the sacral league.
The Old Testament presents the amphictyony as a twelve-tribe league,
similar to other such leagues in the ancient world.

'l'he interchange and
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splitting of members of the league in order to retain the number twelve
suggests that t his nunlber was not necessarily a reflection of the actual
state of the amphictyony at a giv~n time.

Accordingly, one should not

expect to find all twelve tribes mentioned in connection with any given
war.

The greatest number of tribes mentioned in these accounts occurs

in the Song of Deborah, where ten tribes are enumerated, four of which
are taunted for their lack of particip~tion.

It appears that the south-

ern tribes, Judah and Simeon., along with Levi, play little part in these
wars, Vlith the possible exception of the war under Othniel.

It is pos-

sible that t hese tribes., plus other clans that settled in that region,
Vlere having their own political difficulties during most of this period,
before emerging as the tribe of Judah under Saul and David.
east of the Jordan also play little part in these wars.

The tribE>.S

Reuben's only

mention i s a taunt for not attending the victory celebration after
Deborah's victory ( a.t this time Reuben might still have baen dwelling
west of the Jordan); otherwise this tribe fades from the scene.

Gad,

if identical w:ith Gilead, is chided for staying away from the same victory celebrati on and i.a othe,:-wise concerned only in the battle with P.mmon.
Thus these two tribes appear to have led a r ather precarious and separated life during this period.

With the exception of Dan., the main partic-

ipants in the Viars of the amphictyony appear to have been the tribes of
central Palestine and Galilee.
Therefore it must be concluded that the wars of the amphictyony were
not a basic factor in unifying the tribes into one band.

It is true that

foreign pressure, especially from the Philistines, did finally f orce the
tribes into pol itical union; yet this spelled the end of the Israel).te
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amphictyony.

For it was a characteristic of the amphictyony that the

tribes were allowed freedom to conduct their own internal and external
affairs.

The political or military actions of one tribe or of several.

tribes !acine a common peril were not interfered with by the other
tribes; thos e directly affected by foreign aggression would fight, and
the others would cheer th em on., as it were.
The binding element in the Israelite amphictyony was rather its
common fdth in Yahweh as ~xpressed in the covenant with Him., and in
its central shrine and cultus.

Thus the tribal unity went back to

religious experiences in the exodus and at Sinai., r ather than in any
military undertaldngs.

The wars were indeed considered to be 11holytt

wars, but precisely because the sacral confederation existed in the
first place.

The victorie:i achieved in war v:ere victories given to His

people by Yahweh., the God of the covenant.; for that reason the bat tles
wer e cons i<.lered sacral undert.Jd.ngs.
The results of this study have implications for other areas of Old
Testament research.

'l'he wars of the amphictyony serve to demonstrate

especially the corporate fee:ing among the members of the tribal league.
Several tribes could. act as representatives of the amphictyony., ancl. the
account could without further C}~planaticn refer the action to the whole
amphictyony.

This same i'eeling of corpora.teness could perhaps be found

in the Old Testament traditions about still earlier events: the exodus,

the covenant at Sinai, and the conquest of Canaan.

John Bright applies

this feeling of corporateness to the exodus:
It ia profitless to ask which of the twelve tribes were in Egypt
and participated in the exodus. Although not all of later Israel
was there., we shall never find out which elements were by eliminating this or that tribe and settling on others. 111e should., indeed,

I

no
not spealc of tribes in Egypt., for there was no tribal s7ste111 thereonly a conglomeration of slaves of various tribal backgrounds • • • •
Nevertheless., since the group that experienced exodus and Sinai was
the true nucleus of Israel., and constitutive of Israel., the Bible is
in a profound sense co?Tect in i..~sieting that all Israel was there.l
Following the analogy of the amphictyonic wars., the wars of conquest
could likewise have been fought by smaller groups of tribes; since the
victories and the land were give1i by the God of the waphictyony., the nar-

rative would certainly be correct in ascribing these wars to the \'t'lole
amphictyony.
This feeling of corporateness ·within the sacral sphere, demonstrated
powerfully at this early period in Israel's history, became a characteristic eJ.ement in the later f aith of the Old Testament and ;1as carried
over into the Christia~ fuith.

Thus the servant of God described by

1saiah could be the repres entutive of the 1-lhole people, and, even more

profoundly, the Chrfat H:imself could be "Israel."

lJohn Bris ht, h:. History
Press, 1959), p. 125.

2f. Israel (Philadel phia: The
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